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Summary 
In the present work the fluorescence properties of commonly used fluorescence tracers 
for laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) applications in the gas phase are investigated as a 
function of temperature, pressure, and bath gas composition. Such data provide valuable 
information for quantitative LIF diagnostics in practical systems like gas flows, e.g., in 
internal combustion (IC) engines. For this purpose a high-pressure high-temperature cell 
was built to reach temperatures from room temperature up to 1400 K and pressures 
ranging from 1 to 10 bar for varying bath gas compositions. This range of conditions is of 
utmost importance for in-cylinder IC engine diagnostics as well as gas flow mixing. 
In this thesis fluorescence lifetimes and spectra of toluene and naphthalene were re-
corded experimentally. These species are typical representatives of aromatic tracers. In 
the experiment, temperature ranged from 296–1200 K and pressure from 1 to 10 bar 
with varying buffer gases of N2, air, and CO2. A novel aromatic species, so far not inves-
tigated in detail as a tracer substance, is anisole. It is a promising alternative delivering 
up to 100 times stronger signals compared to toluene under otherwise identical condi-
tions (i.e., temperature, pressure, bath gas composition). Thus, anisole fluorescence spec-
tra and lifetimes were recorded in the 296–1000 K range with pressure ranging from 1–
10 bar in N2 as bath gas. Systematic investigations of collisional quenching by O2 for all 
three mentioned aromatics complete the study. The temperature dependence of the fluo-
rescence lifetimes of acetone and 3-pentanone as representatives of the ketone tracer 
group were investigated. For all investigated aromatic tracers existing (toluene) phe-
nomenological fluorescence models were expanded or new ones developed (naphthalene, 
anisole). 
Due to the high achievable temperatures in the measurement cell, investigations of the 
pyrolysis of the used tracer species were also performed. In addition to the expected loss 
of the tracer signal fluorescing spectra originating from pyrolysis products were ob-
served. These in-situ formed species may lead to new diagnostics strategies. 
For demonstration purposes the investigated aromatic tracers were used in a LIF imag-
ing experiment in a housed fuel injector. The performance of the respective tracer species 
with respect to the achievable signal-to-noise ratios and signal intensity per molecule is 
discussed. 
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Zusammenfassung 
In der vorliegenden Dissertation wurden die Gasphasen-Fluoreszenzeigenschaften von 
häufig verwendeten Tracer-Molekülen für Laser-induzierte Fluoreszenz (LIF) als Funk-
tion von Temperatur, Druck und Stoßgaszusammensetzung untersucht. Diese Daten 
sind unerlässlich für quantitative LIF-Messungen zur Untersuchung von Gasphasen-
Mischungsprozessen, beispielsweise in Verbrennungsmotoren. Dazu wurde eine Hoch-
druck-Hochtemperatur-Zelle aufgebaut für Experimente im Temperaturbereich von 
Raumtemperatur bis 1400 K bei Drücken von 1–10 bar und variabler Stoßgaszusam-
mensetzung. Diese Messbedingungen sind von höchster Wichtigkeit für Diagnostik in 
Verbrennungsmotoren und Gasmischprozessen. 
In dieser Arbeit wurden Fluoreszenzlebensdauern und -spektren der häufig verwendeten 
Tracer-Spezies Toluol und Naphthalin als Vertreter der aromatischen Tracer im Bereich 
296–1200 K bei Drücken von 1–10 bar für N2, Luft und CO2 als Stoßgas untersucht. Eine 
systematische Untersuchung der Stoßlöschung (Quenching) der Fluoreszenz von aroma-
tischen Tracern durch O2 vervollständigt das Bild. Bisher eher selten als Tracer einge-
setzt, ist Anisol eine verheißungsvolle Alternative, die in typischen Systemen ein bis zu 
100fach stärkeres Signal als Toluol liefern kann. Daher wurden von Anisol Fluoreszenz-
spektren und -lebensdauern bei Temperaturen von 296–1000 K bei 1–10 bar in N2 und 
der Stoßlösch-Einfluss von O2 bei 1 bar Gesamtdruck untersucht. Für die häufig ver-
wendeten ketonischen Tracer Aceton und 3-Pentanon wurden Fluoreszenz-
Lebensdauern in Abhängigkeit von der Temperatur bestimmt. Für alle hier untersuch-
ten aromatischen Tracer wurden vorhandene (Toluol) phänomenologische Modelle erwei-
tert bzw. neue entwickelt (Naphthalin, Anisol).  
Durch die hohen erreichbaren Temperaturen in der Messzelle konnten an den unter-
suchten Tracern Messungen zu deren Pyrolyseverhalten durchgeführt werden. Neben 
dem erwarteten Verschwinden des Fluoreszenzsignals der ursprünglichen Tracer konn-
ten fluoreszierende Pyrolyse-Produkte beobachtet werden. Diese in-situ gebildeten Spe-
zies eröffnen möglicherweise neue diagnostische Möglichkeiten. 
Die untersuchten aromatischen Tracer wurden zu Demonstrationsmessungen in einem 
Experiment mit einer Kraftstoff-Einspritzdüse eingesetzt. Eine Diskussion über die An-
wendbarkeit der jeweiligen Tracer-Substanz in Bezug auf das zu erreichendes Signal-
Rausch-Verhältnis und die Signalintensität pro Molekül rundet diese Arbeit ab. 
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1. Introduction 
In the last decade the reduction of fuel consumption and pollutant emission of combus-
tors in general and internal combustion engines in particular has become a key task due 
to the limited resources of oil and coal and an increasingly polluted environment. Alter-
natives like solar or wind energy are often less widespread, of lower efficiency, and will 
need new concepts to ensure a reliable energy supply. Electric cars are still a niche 
product and far away from mass production. Additionally, the pollutant emission will 
only truly be reduced when electricity is generated from regenerative energy sources. 
Thus, it is of great importance to optimise existing combustion technologies as a transi-
tory technology until alternative regenerative sources are abundant and ready for use. 
The combustion process can be subdivided into mixture formation, ignition, and the fol-
lowing autonomous combustion with energy release. One main part of optimising com-
bustion performance in the respective facility depends on the detailed knowledge of the 
mixture formation prior to ignition. Homogeneous mixing improves combustion effi-
ciency and reduces pollutant emission. Quantitative information about the main pa-
rameters in mixture formation such as fuel/air-ratio, temperature, and fuel distribution 
is thus crucial for a better understanding and effective optimisation of combustion. 
Many different diagnostics techniques have been developed for the analysis of mixing 
and combustion processes. Optical measurement techniques have the advantage that 
information can be obtained without disturbing the system by avoiding intrusive probes 
or surfaces. Rather simple absorption strategies [1] as well as complicated multi-
wavelength arrangements like CARS [2] have been developed, some of these will be dis-
cussed in section 2.3.3. During the last decades laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) has be-
come an established measurement technique in combustion and mixing diagnostics [3-4]. 
Its great advantage is its high sensitivity for species detection, the easy realisation of 
two-dimensional imaging with high signal intensities, and the high temporal resolution 
if pulsed laser sources are used [5-7]. While the necessary laser and detection equipment 
becomes more and more compact, diagnostics are possible even in mobile and industrial 
devices.  
Commercial fuels like gasoline, Diesel, or kerosene usually contain a large number of 
species that fluoresce upon excitation with UV light. Each component in the mixture 
exhibits specific fluorescence response depending on environmental parameters like 
temperature, pressure, or fuel/air ratio. Therefore, the fluorescence signal cannot easily 
be quantified for, e.g., temperature or concentration values. As detailed knowledge of the 
composition is usually not available and depends on not-controllable parameters like oil 
source, refinery, and production company, LIF measurements of commercial fuels are in 
most cases not suitable for the quantitative optimisation of combustors [7-8]. Qualitative 
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or semi-quantitative measurement strategies, however, have been developed and demon-
strated [9-12]. 
For quantitative analysis of, e.g., gas-phase mixing or mixture formation prior to igni-
tion, a single fluorescent species (a so-called tracer) added to a non-fluorescing carrier 
phase under study is preferred to make visible its presence in the probe volume or pro-
vide quantitative information on, e.g., temperature or concentration. Therefore, a de-
tailed knowledge of the fluorescence properties of the tracers in the environment of in-
terest is essential. Parameters of most importance are temperature, pressure, and bath 
gas composition, the latter one is a measure of the fuel/air ratio. 
Among alternatives like inorganic molecules (e.g., NO, SO2) organic species have become 
a popular tracer group for imaging applications in, e.g., gaseous flows or IC engines dur-
ing the compression stroke. Among them, the most common subgroups are aromatics and 
ketones. Aromatics – typical representatives are toluene and naphthalene – are often 
chosen because of their chemical similarity to commercial fuels, their high fluorescence 
quantum yield and the strong dependence of the LIF signal intensity on oxygen concen-
tration. On the other hand ketones – typical representatives are acetone and 
3-pentanone – are often preferred because of their fluorescence emission in the visible 
spectral region, their insensitivity with respect to oxygen quenching and their non-
toxicity [7]. Section 2.2 details typical tracers and their corresponding photophysical 
properties. 
In numerous studies the (relative) fluorescence quantum yield, , of typical tracer species 
was determined depending on temperature, pressure, and bath gas composition (cf., 
chapter 2). Nevertheless, there still remain unexplored regions in the parameter space of 
interest, especially at simultaneously elevated temperatures and pressures. 
Instead of quantifying fluorescence intensities, an alternative, less common approach is 
the measurement of the effective fluorescence lifetime, eff,. As detailed in chapter 3 a 
relative value for  can easily be derived from eff. Geometrical parameters, detection 
efficiency and variations in the absorption cross section – parameters determining the 
fluorescence intensity – do not influence eff. Furthermore, eff does not depend on the 
incident laser light intensity and on the tracer number density if the limits of the linear 
regime are not exceeded. Thus measuring eff is a way to determine relative fluorescence 
quantum yields with reduced calibration effort [13-14]. 
Aromatic species have become often used tracer species by many research groups for the 
last decade (e.g., [15-24]). The conventional candidates toluene and naphthalene, how-
ever, have not been chosen based on an exhaustive screening, but on experimental ex-
perience or available data base in literature. Depending on the measurement situation it 
makes sense to select other candidates with improved properties like anisole, as outlined 
below. In this thesis toluene, naphthalene, and anisole are investigated in more detail. 
Toluene is a popular tracer for internal combustion engines, since its evaporation char-
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acteristics fit comparably well to those of gasoline. Naphthalene is often used as tracer 
for Diesel fuels or kerosene, and the last can be considered as a novel tracer being be-
tween toluene and naphthalene with interesting diagnostic potential. 
This thesis is structured as follows: First the concept of tracer LIF is outlined with a de-
tailed presentation of the photophysics of often used tracer species. Then typical diag-
nostics strategies are shown, not only for tracer LIF, but also for comparison some se-
lected other techniques (chapter 2). Chapter 3 introduces the photophysical background 
of organic tracer species together with fluorescence model concepts. The design of the 
measurements cell and its characteristics are shown in chapter 4. Experimental results 
are presented in chapter 5. For each aromatic tracer the fluorescence properties like 
spectra and lifetimes are given as a function of temperature, pressure, and bath gas 
composition. Additionally, for completeness some lifetime measurements of acetone and 
3-pentanone are presented. Existing fluorescence models are tested for consistency. Phe-
nomenological model functions are introduced to mirror the dependences of the fluores-
cence lifetime on environmental conditions where models are not available or still fail. 
For each tracer investigations of the tracer stability at high temperatures are shown and 
possible pyrolysis pathways are discussed. The presentation of a practical application in 
an optical accessible IC engine and a discussion about the applicability of each tracer 
concludes this chapter. The thesis closes with conclusion and an outlook in chapter 6. 
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2. Background 
2.1 Motivation 
As outlined in chapter 1, optimisation of combustion processes is crucial in the near fu-
ture. The exact control of the mixture formation prior to ignition is one key step for this 
optimisation. New concepts in, e.g., internal combustion (IC) engines like gasoline direct 
injection, high boost pressures, and downsizing require detailed knowledge about the in-
cylinder mixing processes and the local temperature to avoid fuel-rich pockets (leading to 
enhanced pollutant formation) or temperature variations that lead to uncontrolled 
knocking. Optical diagnostics techniques play an important role in monitoring these 
processes because they are non-intrusive. Measurements in typical single-cylinder lab-
scale optical engines as well as in close-to-production engines with endoscopic access de-
liver a wealth of information for engine optimisation. In addition to in-cylinder absorp-
tion (e.g., [1] and references therein), light scattering (e.g., [25-26]), or chemilumines-
cence (e.g., [27]) measurements, laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) imaging measurements 
have become established. The great advantage of LIF is the selectivity for certain sub-
stances by choosing specific excitation and detection wavelengths (wavelength ranges), 
leading to improved selectivity. Reliable reference data under engine-related conditions 
like (simultaneously) high pressure and high temperature is essential for quantification 
of signal intensities. 
Besides diagnostics in IC engines, optical diagnostics techniques are also used to ana-
lyse, e.g., gas turbine combustors or cold gas flows. Though the devices under test are 
different, the range of environmental conditions is comparable, i.e., diagnostics strate-
gies can be adapted in both directions. Again, high-quality reference data are necessary 
for the quantitative interpretation of measurements. In the beginning of optical in-
cylinder and gas-flow diagnostics assumption or extrapolations from atmospheric-
pressure, room-temperature conditions have often been used, leading to inaccurate re-
sults under engine-related conditions. Although in the meantime many studies have be-
gun to close the data gap for the high-pressure, high-temperature regime, there is still 
need for additional reference data. This thesis will deliver – amongst others – a new puz-
zle piece in the map of reference data for fluorescence measurements. 
Fluorescence is the process of absorption and the subsequent emission of a photon, usu-
ally with a fluorescence lifetime on the 0.1–150 ns timescale. This means, turbulent flow 
structures can be resolved, if pulsed light sources or gated detectors are used. If (pulsed) 
lasers are used as excitation source the resulting diagnostics technique is called laser-
induced fluorescence (LIF). Two key quantities determine the LIF signal: On the one 
hand the absorption cross section, which is a probability of absorbing a photon by the 
molecule of interest. On the other hand the fluorescence quantum yield, which is the 
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fraction of the number of absorbed and the number of emitted photons in an ensemble of 
molecules. Roughly spoken, the higher both quantities are, the higher the LIF signal is. 
Regarding the LIF equation (eq. 1, [28]) the detected LIF signal ILIF depends on a num-
ber of parameters. While the detection efficiency  and the collection solid angle  are 
constants throughout the measurements with the same setup, and thus can easily be 
calibrated, the other parameters may change during the measurement and must be de-
tected (laser energy, ILaser), calculated from deployed substances (number density of fluo-
rescing molecules, n), or need to be known from literature (absorption cross section, , 
and fluorescence quantum yield, ) for each measured LIF intensity. 
  ),,,(),(
2OLaserLIF
ppTTnII
 (1) 
The variation of  of the absorbing species with temperature for typical laser wave-
lengths is often known from literature for many fluorescing molecules. Before practical 
application, the signal dependence on the environmental parameters of interest must be 
derived from calibration measurements under well-controlled conditions, realised, e.g., 
in high-pressure or high-temperature cells [7]. When the dependences on environmental 
conditions are known from these measurements, diagnostics strategies can be developed 
where the measured signal intensity leads to the desired quantity. In section 2.3 several 
typical diagnostics strategies are outlined. Beyond this purely application-oriented as-
pect of determining fluorescence properties in cell measurements, such data can be used 
for a deeper insight into the photophysical processes responsible for fluorescence emis-
sion, energy redistribution and relaxation in these molecules after photoexcitation as a 
function of environmental conditions. Therefore, as an additional goal of current re-
search fluorescence models have been developed for several of the here measured species 
(e.g., [28-31]), and some of these will be further validated and improved in this thesis, 
while new ones are also presented. 
 
2.2 Use of fluorescent tracers 
Two different approaches to LIF diagnostics can be distinguished. In the first one the 
fluid of interest naturally shows fluorescence upon laser illumination. This is the case for 
typical commercial fuels, like gasoline, Diesel, or kerosene. In such fluids a large amount 
of unknown fluorescing species cause a highly undefined fluorescence signal allowing 
only qualitative measurements. When looking at, e.g., flame zones, naturally generated 
species are present like OH or NO. When only one species is excited by choosing the cor-
rect excitation wavelength, quantitative measurements are possible, but they are limited 
to conditions and regions where these species are present. 
In the second case, the fluid of interest does not show measurable fluorescence. In this 
situation a single fluorescing species, a so-called tracer, is added in low concentrations 
(1–10%) in order not to disturb the chemical properties of the fluid significantly. As in 
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this case the signal is generated by only one defined species, quantitative measurements 
are possible if the fluorescence properties of the tracer are known as a function of exter-
nal conditions (e.g., pressure, temperature). 
The tracer must be chosen carefully depending on the investigated system. Ideally, the 
tracer should behave exactly like the fluid of interest in terms of evaporation, diffusion 
characteristics, and reactivity. As mentioned above, commercial fuels cause a highly un-
defined LIF signal. Thus, mostly a non-fluorescing surrogate with similar combustion 
and gas-dynamics properties is chosen and a tracer is added to this surrogate to yield the 
necessary information. One example is choosing toluene as a tracer for gasoline surro-
gate fuels [7], typically being iso-octane or n-heptane. Toluene is naturally present in 
gasoline. Therefore, the overall characteristics will be matched closely. In general, the 
conditions mentioned above cannot be satisfied simultaneously by one tracer. Several 
tracer species would be required; the latter choice would complicate the approach.  
In the ideal case, the tracer-LIF signal intensity is directly proportional to the desired 
quantity and independent on other environmental conditions. Generally, however, the 
fluorescence signal simultaneously depends on temperature, pressure, and bath gas 
composition. It is thus of great importance to explore these dependences in test cells un-
der well-defined environmental conditions to provide the data required for quantitative 
diagnostics in practical applications. 
The easiest realisation of a tracer is a single atom or small inorganic molecules. The first 
following section will focus on these classes of tracers. Organic tracer molecules, how-
ever, are usually less or not toxic and not corrosive, many of them have high vapour 
pressures. Their absorption mainly takes place in the UV range, while the emission is 
located in the UV/Vis range. The natural occurrence in commercial fuels and the often 
high fluorescence quantum yields make them attractive for tracing fuel distributions in 
mixtures as well as in flow diagnostics. The most commonly used classes of organic trac-
ers are aromatics and ketones. The following sections will describe in detail typical spec-
tral and photophysical properties of selected tracer species, a third section will point out 
some general remarks about additional organic molecules less known as tracer species. 
 
2.2.1 Atoms and small inorganic molecules 
Atoms usually have a large absorption cross-section and a high fluorescence quantum 
yield. Their optical excitation is possible in the UV/Vis spectral region. The main prob-
lem is the generation of suitable atoms from their (molecular) precursors, which either 
requires high temperatures – when generated by pyrolysis – or intense laser radiation, 
when generated by photo-dissociation. In flames atomisation of metal salts to generate 
thallium or indium atoms is possible and has been used to gain information about tem-
perature by two-line atomic fluorescence [32-33]. However, for diagnostics applications 
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in mixing cold gas flows or mixture formation in IC engines prior to combustion, atoms 
are not suitable as fluorescent tracer species. 
Di- or triatomic inorganic in-situ formed molecules are often used in combustion diagnos-
tics. OH, CH or C2 radicals formed in the combustion zone (e.g. [34-37]) allow measure-
ments in the region of the flame front, but are not suitable for measurements in low-
temperature gas flows or prior to ignition. 
Nitric oxide (NO) as a stable species at and below flame temperatures was investigated 
extensively, and its spectroscopy is well understood ([38] and references therein). Gas-
phase thermometry using NO LIF is widely used [39-40] (see section 2.3.2). Sulphur di-
oxide (SO2) also can be excited with typical UV wavelengths (e.g., 248 and 266 nm) [41-
42] and LIF detection strategies have been developed [43]. The advantage of NO and SO2 
is the thermodynamic stability allowing their detection throughout flames or other re-
gions of harsh environments. Iodine (I2) can be excited and its fluorescence detected in 
the visible spectral range [44]. All three mentioned species, however, are corrosive or 
toxic, thus limiting the applicability mostly to enclosed experiments. 
 
2.2.2 Aromatic organic molecules 
Figure 1 displays the chemical formulas of aromatic species investigated for tracer LIF 
diagnostics. Table 1 summarises their thermodynamic properties. 
 
O
Toluene FluorantheneNaphthalene Anisole
1,2,4-
Trimethylbenzene
 
Figure 1: Chemical structures of several aromatic species used for tracer-LIF applications. 
Table 1: Thermodynamic properties of often used aromatic tracer species 
 Toluene Naphthalene Anisole 
1,2,4-
Trimethylbenzene 
Fluoranthene 
Chemical formula C7H8 C10H8 C7H8O C9H12 C16H10 
Molecular mass 
(g/mol) 
92.1 128.2 108.1 120.2 202.3 
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Melting point (K) 178 353 236 229 383 
Boiling point (K) 384 491 427 442 657 
Density at 293 K 
(g/cm3) 
0.87 1.14 0.99 0.86 1.24 
Vapour pressure 
at 293 K (mbar) 
29 0.024 3.6 2.8 0.01 
 
Toluene 
Toluene is often chosen because it traces well the evaporation and ignition behaviour of 
gasoline. Its relatively high vapour pressure together with its high fluorescence quantum 
yield (see below) also enables imaging of (cold) gas mixing processes. The fluorescence of 
toluene has been investigated since 1929 [45-46]. Figure 2 (left) shows gas-phase absorp-
tion spectra for different temperatures ranging from room temperature up to 1128 K 
[47]. At room temperature the spectrum covers a range from roughly 240 up to 270 nm. 
At the given spectral resolution the fine structure observable at room temperature 
washes out at higher temperatures, accompanied by a significant red-shift of the peak 
and a broadening of the whole spectrum. Excitation is possible with typical UV laser 
sources like KrF* excimer (248 nm) or frequency-quadrupled Nd:YAG lasers (266 nm). 
The absorption cross section of around 3×10–19 cm2 stays nearly constant with increasing 
temperature for 248 nm excitation whereas for 266 nm excitation the absorption cross 
section increases (cf., Figure 2) [47]. 
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Figure 2: Toluene absorption spectra for different temperatures in 1 bar nitrogen (left panel) 
and toluene absorption cross section for excitation laser wavelengths of 248 nm and 
266 nm as a function of temperature (right panel, Koban et al. [47]). 
Fluorescence from toluene is emitted with high quantum yield [48] in the wavelength 
range of 270 up to about 320 nm, with a peak at around 285 nm at room temperature. 
With increasing temperature the emission spectrum shifts to the red by about 2 nm / 
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100 K while its Full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) also increases (cf., Figure 3, left 
panel) [31, 47]. This change of the position and shape of the fluorescence spectrum has 
been exploited in two-colour detection strategies for determining temperature [18, 22]. 
The fluorescence quantum yield decreases by three orders of magnitude when increasing 
the temperature from room temperature up to about 950 K, more pronounced for 248 nm 
than for 266 nm excitation (cf., Figure 3, right panel) [31, 47], which also can be ex-
ploited as a measure of temperature. Koban et al. derived a model function describing 
this dependence [47] which was later expanded to include the effect of O2 on toluene LIF 
intensities [29]. For an absolute calibration the room temperature value of 0.3 (266 nm) 
and 0.1 (248 nm), respectively, can be used for the fluorescence quantum yield [48]. 
These quantum yields, however, were measured at low pressures (~22 mbar pure tolu-
ene). As shown later, total pressure affects the fluorescence quantum yield. Thus, these 
values would need to be corrected when used at atmospheric pressure. 
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Figure 3: Normalised toluene fluorescence spectra for different temperatures upon 248 nm 
excitation (left panel, Koban et al. [47]) and evolution of the relative fluorescence 
quantum yield for 248 nm and 266 nm excitation (right panel, Koban et al. [47], Ros-
sow [31]) with temperature in comparison with modelled relative quantum yields for 
248 and 266 nm excitation (Koban et al. [29]). 
Effects of total pressure on toluene fluorescence quantum yield were less often investi-
gated. Rossow reports a pressure-induced decrease of quantum yield upon 266 nm exci-
tation of about 70% at 450 and 700 K when increasing the pressure from 1 to 30 bar [31]. 
Cheung observed at 296 K nearly no pressure influence for 266 nm excitation [49], 
whereas for 248 nm excitation (at 296 K) a small increase of quantum yield was observed 
[8, 49-50]. Systematic investigations, however, are still missing. 
Toluene fluorescence is known to be strongly quenched by molecular oxygen. This behav-
iour can be expressed by the Stern-Volmer relation (cf., chapter 3). Figure 4 (right panel) 
shows the significant decrease of fluorescence quantum yield with increasing oxygen 
partial pressure at 1 bar total pressure [29, 31] together with model predictions from the 
Koban model for the data taken with 248 nm excitation. The quenching effect of O2 is 
reduced at higher temperatures, thus leading to the breakdown of the FARLIF concept 
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[51], in which the toluene LIF signal is assumed to be proportional to the local fuel / air 
ratio (see detailed discussion by Koban et al. [29, 52-53], cf., section 2.3). 
Additionally, upon 248 nm excitation the fluorescence spectra show a red-shift with in-
creasing O2 partial pressure (cf., Figure 4, left panel). While the red-shift is strong at low 
O2 partial pressures, it tends to saturate at around 200 mbar of O2 [29]. Based on these 
results, a two-colour detection technique for measuring oxygen distributions has been 
developed [54], similar to the two-colour detection strategy for temperatures.  
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Figure 4: Normalised fluorescence spectra of toluene for different O2 partial pressures at room 
temperature upon 248 nm excitation (left panel, Koban et al. [29]) and fluorescence 
quantum yield vs. O2 partial pressure for different temperatures upon 248 and 
266 nm excitation, comparison to modelled quantum yields for 248 nm excitation 
(right panel, Koban et al. [29], Rossow [31]). 
However, contrary to numerous studies dealing with time-integrated LIF measurements 
of vapour-phase toluene in a wide range of temperature, pressure, and bath gas composi-
tion, only few studies directly investigate the lifetime of the electronically-excited S1 
state reached after photon absorption. Zimmermann et al. [55] determined toluene fluo-
rescence lifetimes at 1 bar total pressure as a function of temperature and various O2 
partial pressures upon 248 nm excitation. For 266 nm excitation only studies at room 
temperature (or below), at low pressure (about 13.3 mbar and below) [56-59], or in air at 
1 bar [60] are available. Despite its potential as a diagnostic tool for, e.g., gas phase 
thermometry, the variation of the fluorescence lifetime with environmental conditions 
was sparsely exploited for this purpose. Very recently, Friesen et al. demonstrated tem-
perature measurements in an IC engine using the fluorescence lifetime of toluene [61-
62]. 
 
1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene 
One attractive tracer species not further mentioned here, is 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene [63]. 
At room temperature its fluorescence spectrum is about 10 nm red-shifted with respect 
to toluene, and has a slightly increased temperature-dependent red-shift of the spec-
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trum, while the temperature dependence of its quantum yield in N2 is comparable to 
toluene. The sensitivity to O2 quenching is slightly more pronounced. The higher boiling 
point and thus lower vapour pressure with respect to toluene allows tracing of lower 
volatile fuels like, e.g., Diesel or kerosene. 1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene was identified as one 
species responsible for fluorescence emission in kerosene [64]. 
 
Naphthalene 
Naphthalene as a natural component of many commercial fuels is often chosen to trace 
surrogate Diesel fuels or kerosene as its evaporation characteristics match best. Naph-
thalene is solid at room temperature and thus needs to be dissolved in a liquid for reli-
able mixing into the gas phase. Therefore, despite numerous studies of the basic photo-
physics of naphthalene for more than a hundred years (e.g., [13, 65-70] and references 
therein), its use as fluorescence tracer is not as common as toluene. Systematic investi-
gations of naphthalene fluorescence properties under engine-related conditions have 
been performed by Orain et al. [71]. In earlier studies experiments were restricted in the 
temperature range investigated [20], or performed just in pure N2 as bath gas at 1 bar 
total pressure [13].  
Absorption spectra of naphthalene are published only for low temperatures, e.g., for 
313 K [72] ranging roughly from 240 to 280 nm. Temperature-dependent studies of ab-
sorption spectra are not available in the temperature range of interest as for toluene. 
Temperature-dependent absorption cross-sections at 266 nm, however, show little varia-
tion within experimental uncertainty in the 350–900 K range [71]. Hence, fluorescence 
intensities can be interpreted as a relative quantum yield with good approximation. 
At 350 K fluorescence emission of naphthalene extends roughly from 300 to 400 nm with 
a peak around 335 nm (cf., Figure 5, left panel). The spectrum’s red-shift, however, is 
more pronounced (5 nm / 100 K) than for toluene (2 nm / 100 K; cf., Figure 3). Two-colour 
thermometry using naphthalene similar to techniques developed for toluene has been 
demonstrated [20]. The temperature dependence of the naphthalene fluorescence quan-
tum yield (cf., Figure 5, right panel) shows a reduced sensitivity with respect to tempera-
ture compared to toluene [13, 71] (cf., Figure 3, right panel). In contrast to toluene, in-
creasing the total pressure in N2 as bath gas leads to a slight increase by 10 % in quan-
tum yield. 
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Figure 5: Normalised naphthalene fluorescence spectra for different temperatures upon 
266 nm excitation at 1 bar in N2 (left panel) and evolution of the relative fluorescence 
quantum yield with temperature at 1 bar (right panel). Data from Orain et al. [71]. 
Also for naphthalene, molecular oxygen has a strong fluorescence quenching effect (cf., 
Figure 6, right panel), which is even stronger than for toluene (cf., Figure 4, right panel). 
Again, the quenching effect diminishes at higher temperatures, but by a smaller amount 
than for toluene. Upon 266 nm excitation a red-shift of the fluorescence spectrum is ob-
served (cf., Figure 6, left panel), slightly more pronounced than for toluene upon 248 nm 
excitation [13, 20, 71]. Detection strategies using this red-shift to determine oxygen dis-
tributions, however, have not yet been explored. 
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Figure 6: Normalised naphthalene fluorescence spectra for different O2 partial pressures at 
450 K upon 266 nm excitation (left panel), and relative fluorescence quantum yield 
vs. O2 partial pressure for different temperatures at 1 bar total pressure (right 
panel). Data from Rossow [31]. 
Effective fluorescence lifetimes of naphthalene were investigated by several groups. 
Early measurements mostly were performed for selected environmental conditions (e.g., 
low temperature and low pressure, [66]). Ni and Melton [73] and Ossler et al. [13] de-
termined naphthalene fluorescence lifetimes as a function of temperature in 1 bar nitro-
gen. The influence of oxygen and / or total pressure on the lifetime, however, has not 
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been investigated yet. Two lifetime components have been observed [13]. In contrast to 
toluene, the fluorescence lifetime of naphthalene has been used to determine tempera-
tures in gas flows [73] and standard burners [14], but only in the absence of oxygen. 
 
1-Methylnaphthalene 
1-Methylnaphthalene, despite its larger molecular weight compared to naphthalene, is 
liquid at room temperature. As the photophysical properties are very similar to those of 
naphthalene it should be an easier to handle alternative to naphthalene. However, in-
vestigations within the tracer LIF community of Diesel fuels or kerosene mostly use 
naphthalene instead. The fluorescence spectrum of 1-methylnaphthalene is slightly red-
shifted (~4 nm) with respect to naphthalene. Investigations of 1-methylnaphthalene are 
more seldom than those of naphthalene. Kaiser and Long investigated O2 quenching of 
1-methylnaphthalene at two temperatures [20] and found similar quenching efficiency 
towards O2 as for naphthalene. 1-Methylnaphthalene has been used to “simulate” a 
kerosene emission spectrum and has been identified as being essential for correctly rep-
resenting fluorescence spectra of kerosene and Diesel fuels [64]. 
 
Fluoranthene 
For the very low volatile fractions of kerosene, fluoranthene was considered to be a suit-
able tracer. Its emission in the visible spectral range reduces the experimental effort 
because it does not require quartz optics in the detection channel. Fluoranthene fluores-
cence has been investigated as function of temperature and pressure by multiple groups 
(e.g. [74-76]). In contrast to all other aromatics mentioned here fluoranthene can be ex-
cited with both 266 and 355 nm, resulting in indistinguishable fluorescence spectra 
ranging from 380–600 nm with a peak around 450 nm (cf., Figure 7, left panel). In con-
trast to, e.g., toluene or naphthalene a spectral red-shift with increasing temperature is 
not reported. The fluorescence quantum yield strongly decreases with temperature, it 
increases with increasing total pressure (cf., Figure 7, right panel) with this trend dimin-
ishing with temperature, and it shows moderate O2 quenching ([74-75] and references 
therein). Fluorescence lifetimes have been reported, but only in solution [77] and in the 
gas phase for a restricted temperature range [75]. Application of the fluorescence life-
time of fluoranthene for two-dimensional imaging has been discussed in [77] and demon-
strated in the gas phase [75]. 
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Figure 7: Normalised fluorescence spectra of fluoranthene for different temperatures at 12 bar 
in N2 (left panel), and normalised fluorescence quantum yield as function of total 
pressure for several temperatures (right panel) upon 355 nm excitation (Kühni et al. 
[74]). 
 
Anisole 
For anisole only very few investigations of its photo-physical properties are available. In 
contrast to many other aromatics anisole is non-toxic and non-carcinogenic. Therefore, it 
should be an attractive alternative for tracer-LIF applications. In most commercial fuels 
anisole is not a natural component. Its chemical structure, however, is very similar to 
natural fuel components. Its fluorescence was investigated in 1924 [78] for the first time, 
and the application as a tracer for gas flows was already discussed by Hirasawa et al. 
[19]. Anisole shows significant absorption at 266 nm (absorption cross section ~10–17 cm2 
[79]) and its fluorescence spectrum covers the wavelength range between 270 and 
360 nm, with a peak around 290 nm. The 63% larger fluorescence quantum yield (meas-
ured in the liquid phase, [80]) and the about 50 times higher absorption cross section 
compared to toluene should significantly improve signal strengths under otherwise iden-
tical conditions which makes anisole an attractive alternative for toluene in typical LIF-
imaging applications. However, there are no known systematic investigations in a wider 
range of conditions as would be needed for typical tracer LIF applications. 
 
2.2.3 Ketones 
In contrast to the many different aromatic organic tracer molecules, the number of ke-
tones used for tracer LIF is limited. Most common species in the group of ketones are 
acetone and 3-pentanone, while biacetyl as a diketone is used less frequently. Figure 8 
shows the chemical structure of the three mentioned species. 
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Figure 8: Chemical structures of ketones commonly used for tracer LIF applications. 
 
Acetone and 3-pentanone 
As acetone and 3-pentanone behave photophysically very similarly, they will be pre-
sented and discussed together. Their fluorescence was first described in the 1930s [81-
82]. The most important differences between acetone and 3-pentanone are their boiling 
point and their vapour pressure (cf., Table 2) which thus mainly determines their practi-
cal applications. Acetone (boiling point 56°C) is often used to trace low temperature 
gaseous flows, whereas 3-pentanone (boiling point 101°C) is often used in engine applica-
tions (boiling point of gasoline ~110°C). Lozano et al. in their pioneering work about 20 
years ago demonstrated the applicability of acetone LIF for imaging in gaseous flows 
[83], while the applicability of 3-pentanone in an engine was demonstrated by Neij et al. 
[84] two years later. However, without detailed knowledge of the photophysical proper-
ties and their underlying processes only qualitative measurements were possible, which 
triggered extensive work on ketone photophysics (e.g., [28, 31, 85-89]). 
Table 2: Thermodynamic properties of ketone tracer species 
 Acetone 3-Pentanone Biacetyl 
Chemical formula C3H6O C5H10O C4H6O2 
Molecular mass (g/mol) 58.1 86.1 86.1 
Melting point (K) 178 234 271 
Boiling point (K) 331 375 361 
Density at 293 K (g/cm3) 0.79 0.81 0.99 
Vapour pressure at 293 K (mbar) 246 16 65 
 
In acetone and 3-pentanone the n→* transition of the carbonyl group is responsible for 
absorption and emission of light. The broadband absorption spectrum at 296 K extends 
from 230 to 320 nm (cf., Figure 9, left panel) [90], thus allowing for efficient excitation 
with wavelengths from a KrF* excimer laser (248 nm), a frequency-quadrupled Nd:YAG 
laser (266 nm), or a XeCl* excimer laser (308 nm). With increasing temperature the ab-
sorption increases while the spectrum is simultaneously broadened and red-shifted (cf., 
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Figure 9). The variation of the absorption cross section with temperature depends on the 
wavelength (cf., Figure 9, right panel) [87]: for 248 and 266 nm it is nearly constant, 
whereas for 308 nm it increases monotonically with temperature. Results for acetone are 
similar with only slightly smaller absolute values. Temperature measurement strategies 
based on two-colour excitation have been demonstrated [87, 89, 91], see also section 2.3. 
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Figure 9: 3-pentanone absorption spectrum as a function of temperature (left panel, Koch [30]) 
and variation of the absorption cross-section with temperature at the typical laser 
wavelengths 248, 266, and 308 nm (right panel, Koch and Hanson [87]). For acetone, 
the general dependences are comparable. 
In contrast to aromatics, ketones photo-dissociate to a significant fraction upon absorp-
tion of UV photons [92]. Luminescence emission was first observed as by-product during 
photolysis experiments [81]. The fluorescence quantum yield of acetone is about two to 
three orders of magnitude lower than that of aromatics [93]. That means that competing 
non-radiative processes are clearly dominant against fluorescence. Efficient ISC from the 
S1 to the T1 state occurs [94] due to the low energy gap between S1 and T1 of 3200 cm–1 
[95]. Thus acetone shows efficient phosphorescence at room temperature – in contrast to 
aromatics – with a phosphorescence lifetime of about 200 µs [96]. This phosphorescence 
is efficiently quenched by O2 due to the triplet structure [83]. 
Upon excitation at 266 nm most acetone molecules dissociate, primarily into methyl and 
acetyl radicals (e.g. [97-98]) in a Norrish-I [99] reaction. At excitation wavelengths below 
254 nm the acetyl radical can also dissociate into a second methyl radical and carbon 
monoxide [100]. Two acetyl radicals can recombine to a biacetyl molecule ([101] and ref-
erences therein) that influences the emission of light with respect to spectral shape and 
fluorescence quantum yield. In the literature inconsistent studies exist that discuss the 
origin of fluorescence emission after photoexcitation originating from the parent mole-
cule itself or from photolysis products ([98, 102] and references therein). Most authors, 
however, claim acetone itself as being the emitter. For 3-pentanone such detailed inves-
tigations are not available, however, it is easy to imagine that for 3-pentanone similar 
processes occur because the chromophore is the same and only the substituents vary 
slightly. 
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In contrast to aromatics the fluorescence spectra of ketones are far red-shifted with re-
spect to absorption and are located between 350 and 550 nm [93] (cf., Figure 10, left 
panel), nearly identical for acetone and 3-pentanone [31]. Within experimental error the 
spectral shape does not change with excitation wavelength, temperature, pressure, and 
O2 concentration. Therefore, two-colour detection strategies exploiting the change of the 
spectral shape of the fluorescence signal as described with aromatics are not possible. 
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Figure 10: Normalised fluorescence spectra of 3-pentanone and acetone upon 266 nm excitation 
(left panel, Rossow [31]) and fluorescence quantum yield of 3-pentanone and acetone 
as a function of temperature for 248, 266, and 308 nm excitation (right panel, Thur-
ber et al. [28], Koch and Hanson [87]). 
The fluorescence quantum yield of ketones in N2 at 300 K is about two orders of magni-
tude lower than for aromatics [28, 85, 93]. In addition to absolute quantum yields, rela-
tive quantum yields have been investigated as a function of temperature, pressure, and 
oxygen concentration for various excitation wavelengths (e.g. [86, 88, 103-105]). The in-
fluence of temperature on the quantum yield, however, is less pronounced than for e.g. 
toluene (cf., Figure 10, right panel, and Figure 11, right panel).  
Increasing total pressure leads to an increase in quantum yield for excitation wave-
lengths below 300 nm until a limiting value at higher pressures is reached at around 
10 bar (cf., Figure 11). For ketones, O2 quenching is much less efficient than with aro-
matics. For a first approximation, the quenching influence was seen not to be present. 
An early evidence of O2 quenching of ketone fluorescence, however, was given by Nau 
and Scaiano who demonstrated a weak quenching influence of O2 on ketone fluorescence 
[106]. At moderate pressures (<3 bar), the ketone quantum yield is nearly the same in N2 
and air as bath gas. Increasing air pressure leads at high pressures to a small decrease 
in quantum yield, while in pure O2 as buffer gas this quenching effect is always visible 
(cf., Figure 11, left panel). Due to the insensitivity towards O2, ketones are often used as 
tracers during the compression stroke of motored or fired IC engine operation when the 
spatial distribution of the fuel number density is the quantity of interest. 
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Figure 11: Fluorescence quantum yields of 3-pentanone as a function of pressure for 248, 266, 
and 308 nm excitation at 296 K (Koch [30]) for different bath gases (left panel) and 
for 266 nm excitation at different temperatures in N2 as bath gas (right panel). Rela-
tive values from [31, 88, 107] are scaled to the absolute values of [93] at 1 bar. 
Fluorescence lifetimes of ketones were systematically investigated by Ossler et al. [107] 
for different temperatures in nitrogen and air as bath gas. Earlier measurements were 
mostly restricted in temperature and to pure acetone vapour (e.g. [108]). The lifetimes 
are much shorter than for aromatics (~2 ns at 300 K), but mirror in a similar way the 
dependence of the quantum yield on environmental conditions. 
In contrast to aromatics, the phosphorescence of ketones can be measured at room tem-
perature in the absence of O2. While the phosphorescence spectrum is not much different 
from the fluorescence spectrum, phosphorescence takes place on a much longer timescale 
(~1 ms). Due to the triplet structure of molecular oxygen, phosphorescence is very effi-
ciently quenched by even small traces of O2. This quenching effect can then be used for 
two-dimensional imaging of gas-flow mixing where one flow contains O2 (or air) and ace-
tone whereas the other is acetone in pure N2 as bath gas [109]. In many practical appli-
cations, however, the timescale of phosphorescence is too long for instantaneous imaging 
or oxygen is present anyway. Therefore, ketone phosphorescence is usually used only in 
special applications. 
 
Biacetyl 
In addition to the ketones acetone and 3-pentanone, biacetyl as diketone was explored as 
tracer substance (e.g., [110]). The broadband absorption spectrum ranges from 340 to 
470 nm (cf., Figure 12, left panel). In contrast to acetone or 3-pentanone biacetyl can 
thus be excited with 355 nm. The fluorescence quantum yield is low (~0.2%), but biacetyl 
shows significant phosphorescence that is quenched in the presence of O2. The influence 
of temperature and pressure is comparable to acetone or 3-pentanone (cf. Figure 12, 
right panel). 
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Figure 12: Biacetyl absorption and emission spectrum in N2 at 523 K, 20 bar (left panel) and 
evolution of the emission intensity with pressure for three temperatures in N2 and air 
(right panel) (Guibert et al. [110]). 
As the evaporation characteristics of biacetyl do not match very well to those of gasoline 
(e.g. its boiling point is 361 K), the interest in biacetyl as tracer is not so pronounced. 
Additionally, the applicability of biacetyl is limited to closed setups due to its strong ran-
cid malodour. In an IC engine biacetyl was used as a tracer to visualise fuel distributions 
quantitatively [111-112]. As an advantage, biacetyl can be excited with 355 nm radiation 
which enables high-speed in-cylinder LIF imaging [113] because for this excitation wave-
length high repetition rate lasers with high laser power are available. Nevertheless, not 
much work has been performed so far in predicting fluorescence quantum yields via 
photo-physical models. 
Similar to the 3-pentanone / toluene pair for quantitative imaging of gasoline, 5-
nonanone and 2-decanone were selected as specific ketone partners for naphthalene 
when imaging Diesel-type fuels [114], but their low stability prevents their use in practi-
cal applications. 
 
2.2.4 Other organic tracers 
Beyond aromatics and ketones, other organic tracers have been explored. Aliphatic 
amines, such as triethylamine (TEA) or diethylmethylamine (DEMA) have been investi-
gated as single tracers [115] or as part of exciplexes for laser-induced exciplex fluores-
cence (LIEF) [116] to distinguish between fluorescence emission originating from drop-
lets and tracer vapour. Despite significant absorption at typical laser wavelengths like 
248 or 266 nm and a sufficient quantum yield the corrosiveness and the strong malodour 
of aliphatic amines extremely constrains their applicability. 
Aliphatic ethers have also been explored, e.g., dimethyl ether [117]. As dimethyl ether is 
gaseous at ambient conditions, it should be an ideal tracer for gas flows. However, sig-
nificant absorption only takes place at wavelengths below 200 nm. Together with the low 
fluorescence quantum yield this limits the applicability to some special cases. 
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2.3 Typical applications of tracer-LIF diagnostics 
There is a wide field of possible applications of tracer LIF. Beyond thermometry, which 
will be outlined in the following sections, the non-intrusive measurement of, e.g., fuel 
concentrations or fuel / air ratios is a typical field of application. 
In most cases practical applications of tracer LIF are realised via LIF imaging. In this 
technique the laser beam is formed to a laser sheet which means a nearly two-
dimensional laser beam. Typical dimensions of a laser sheet are a height of 20–30 mm 
and a thickness of around 0.5 mm. The fluorescence emission is optically filtered and 
imaged perpendicular to the illumination plane on a CCD or CMOS camera. 
In many cases intensified CCD (ICCD) cameras are used because the emission wave-
lengths are in the UV range of light and / or of low intensity. The intensifier increases 
the detection efficiency and makes the CCD sensitive for UV light, but this goes along 
with a reduced spatial resolution. The emission of ketones, however, is located in the 
visible spectral range, which enables commercial camera lenses to be used. In some cases 
non-intensified CCD cameras can be used to enhance the spatial resolution [118].  
Initial applications of tracer LIF was the qualitative, and later quantitative, visualisa-
tion of gas or fuel distributions in gas flows (first example [83]) and IC engines (first ex-
ample [84]) which is still of great interest and widely applied. 
For the optimisation of combustion processes the local fuel/air ratio must be known to 
avoid fuel pockets with enhanced pollutant formation. LIF imaging strategies using two-
colour detection techniques in a similar way as for thermometry (see below) have been 
demonstrated [54]. Since the fluorescence of aromatics is efficiently quenched by O2, first 
assumptions were that the fluorescence signal of toluene is directly proportional to the 
fuel/air ratio (Fuel/Air Ratio LIF, FARLIF) [9, 51]. However, work of Koban et al. [21, 29, 
52-53] for toluene and Kaiser and Long [20] as well as Orain et al. [71] for 
1-methylnaphthalene and naphthalene, respectively, showed that this assumption is in 
most cases not justified.  
 
2.3.1 Thermometry with organic tracers 
One of the most important applications of tracer LIF is thermometry, i.e., temperature 
measurement, often spatially resolved. As an example the knowledge of local in-cylinder 
temperature distributions in the compression stroke of an engine prior to ignition is cru-
cial for optimisation of combustion processes. Thermometry techniques can be classified 
in single- and two-colour techniques, the latter one can be subdivided in two-colour exci-
tation and detection techniques. 
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Single-colour techniques (e.g., [119]) can be applied when tracer and O2 concentration is 
known and constant, e.g., in a homogeneously seeded gas flow of N2 and tracer. In this 
technique the tracer is excited with radiation at one wavelength and the signal is col-
lected in one wavelength range of the fluorescence spectrum (generally the full spectral 
emission range). The temperature can then be calculated from the known relationship 
between measured signal intensity and temperature derived from cell experiments. The 
advantages of single-colour thermometry are the high signal intensity, rather low ex-
perimental effort, and the compact arrangement. However, it fails when tracer and / or 
O2 concentration is not constant throughout the measurement volume. 
Two-colour excitation techniques (e.g., [91]) take advantage of temperature-dependent 
shifts of the absorption spectrum that can be observed for ketones as well as for aromat-
ics. The excitation is performed with two different and carefully chosen excitation wave-
lengths while the fluorescence is collected in one wavelength range. The laser pulses are 
triggered one after the other within a short time interval which needs to be short enough 
with respect to the time scales of turbulent motion in the fluid. Detection is realised with 
a double-framing camera or two single cameras with subsequent image mapping proce-
dure. In the latter case the detected signal intensity is often reduced due to a beam split-
ter arrangement imaging the signal on both cameras simultaneously. The flexibility of 
this technique is hampered by the rather high experimental complexity and costs. 
The two-colour detection technique (e.g., [119]) takes advantage of changes in the emis-
sion spectrum with temperature as known from the previous section for most aromatic 
tracer species. Excitation is performed with one excitation wavelength. Emission is de-
tected in separate spectral ranges with two cameras, which again requires exact spatial 
mapping of both images. The spectral ranges are chosen for maximum temperature sen-
sitivity in the ratio of the collected signal intensities. The ratio between both channels 
yields the temperature, independent on the local tracer concentration. As an advantage, 
laser light sheet inhomogeneities and fluctuations in laser power are cancelled out. 
Compared to the two-colour excitation technique the experimental effort is reduced. 
However, detected signal intensities are lower because each camera only receives a 
(spectral) fraction of the total fluorescence emission. The technique only works with 
aromatics because only they show spectral shifts with temperature or O2 partial pres-
sure, which all may limit the applicability. 
 
2.3.2 Thermometry with NO and OH 
As outlined in section 2.2.1 NO and OH are fluorescing species stable in flame zones. 
This allows the non-intrusive temperature measurement in flames or other reactive me-
dia like plasmas [120].  
The absorption spectra of NO and OH show a distinct line structure. The line strengths 
and shapes are temperature dependent. When scanning the LIF excitation spectrum of 
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NO or OH in a stable flame, the temperature can be calculated by assuming a Boltz-
mann distribution throughout the vibration-rotational manifold of the molecule. For NO 
LIF a fitting routine has been established using five characteristic absorption lines. In 
this routine a simulated excitation spectrum is fitted to the measured one with the tem-
perature as the only variable parameter (e.g., [40, 121]).  
 
2.3.3 Alternative thermometry techniques 
LIF with fluorescing species is not the only option for measuring gas-phase temperature 
with optical techniques. In the following paragraphs some of these will be shortly re-
viewed. 
 
Absorption spectroscopy methods 
A classical non-intrusive measurement technique is absorption spectroscopy. Typically, 
the experiment is performed in a line-of-sight arrangement. It is advantageous that al-
most all fluids of interest exhibit absorption features in the ultraviolet, visible and/or 
infrared spectral region. For example, organic fuels can directly be observed by absorp-
tion spectroscopy. One common subject in absorption studies is the concentration meas-
urement of a certain species of interest [122-123]. 
As the concentration / number density is inversely proportional to the temperature when 
the pressure is constant, absorption studies furthermore allow line-of-sight-averaged 
thermometry over a wide temperature range in a rather simple setup. By using more 
than one wavelength, i.e., by accessing ground states with different energies and thus 
temperature-dependent populations, thermometry without knowledge of the concentra-
tion is possible [1, 124]. However, the line-of-sight arrangement may prevent the spatial 
resolution of flow structures throughout the beam path. Tomographic methods have been 
investigated to overcome this problem [125]. 
An extension of this simple experimental approach is the measurement of the integrated 
absorbance connected with the line shape by tuneable excitation sources. The advantage 
is the increased accuracy of measured temperature and the measurement of pressure via 
pressure-induced line broadening. If diode lasers are used as excitation source, this 
method is called tuneable diode-laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS), see [1, 126] and 
references therein. 
Two or more lasers can be used to realise a two- or multi-line measurement to enable 
single-pulse thermometry (see above). In this case, temperature-dependent population 
differences in the distinct vibrational or rotational modes are measured and temperature 
is derived similarly to the procedure with OH or NO as described above. 
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Rayleigh scattering 
Photons can interact with molecules via scattering. Scattering always occurs, even if the 
photon energy is non-resonant with any allowed transition. The scattering probability, 
however, is much lower than any resonant luminescence. Thus, resulting signal intensi-
ties per molecule are much smaller than in LIF experiments. The more probable scatter-
ing process is elastic scattering, where the molecule returns into its original quantum 
state after the scattering process. This process is called Rayleigh scattering. Rayleigh 
scattering is always present and only depends on the number density of molecules (and 
thus the temperature) and the molecule-specific Rayleigh scattering cross-section. In 
fields with constant gas composition two-dimensional temperature imaging is possible, 
even with high temporal resolution if pulsed laser sources are used (e.g., [4, 127]).  
Rayleigh cross-sections are well known from literature for many molecules. Thus, 
Rayleigh signals can be used to determine the detection efficiency of a detector in order 
to achieve absolute quantum yields of a tracer molecule (e.g., [93]). 
As the detected wavelength is the same as the incident one, severe stray light problems 
may occur originating from windows, walls, or particles. Hence, filtered Rayleigh scatter-
ing techniques have been developed taking advantage of the different Doppler width of 
light reflected off walls and originating from the gas molecules (e.g., [128]). 
 
Raman scattering 
In contrast to Rayleigh scattering Raman scattering is an inelastic scattering process 
where the molecules return in a different rotational or vibrational quantum state after 
interaction with the incident photon. The emitted light can be red-shifted (Stokes lines) 
or blue-shifted (anti-Stokes lines) and is of low intensity compared to the Rayleigh sig-
nal. Raman diagnostics is mostly realised in spectrometer arrangement with one-
dimensional spatial resolution. Recently, Greszik et al. demonstrated two-dimensional 
Raman scattering for measurements of water film thicknesses [129]. 
The spectral structure of the Raman signal is species-dependent. Thus, different species 
can in principle be detected simultaneously. The temperature of a species can be derived 
from relative intensities of the Raman lines by simulated Raman scattering [130]. 
 
Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) 
Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) [2] is – in contrast to Rayleigh or Raman 
scattering – a nonlinear technique. Two laser beams are necessary for CARS. The differ-
ence between both laser frequencies must fit a Raman-active ground state vibra-
tional/rotational transition frequency in the molecule [3]. For thermometry applications 
the most used probe species is N2 because the available database is sufficient, the mole-
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cule is stable, and a major species in many combustion experiments where air is used as 
the oxidiser. 
As the signal originates from a non-linear process varying concentrations or excitation 
energies lead to severe signal fluctuations. Hence, the requirement on laser stability, 
beam quality, and laser alignment is much higher for CARS than for the other, linear 
techniques. 
CARS only allows point or at most one-dimensional measurements due to controlled 
overlapping of two laser beams. The temperature measurement accuracy is very high 
and the resulting signal is strong. Thus, CARS measurements are often used to calibrate 
or validate other thermometry techniques. CARS thermometry has been demonstrated 
in gas turbine combustors [131], fuel injectors [132], and nanoparticle reactors [133]. 
Widespread applications, however, are often limited due to the high experimental com-
plexity. 
 
2.3.4 Multi-tracer diagnostics 
In some applications it can be advantageous to use two tracers instead of one, especially 
when more than one quantity needs to be known. When using more than one tracer it is 
of great importance to quantify the interaction (i.e., energy transfer) between the tracer 
species after photon excitation, e.g., toluene is known to be quenched efficiently by 3-
pentanone [134]. 
One often used approach is the combination of an aromatic tracer with a ketone with 
similar evaporation characteristics, e.g. toluene combined with 3-pentanone. As quench-
ing of ketone fluorescence by O2 is insignificant, its signal is assumed to represent the 
fuel concentration or temperature – depending on the measurement purpose. With 
known fuel concentration or temperature the ratio between the ketone and the aromatic 
signal delivers the fuel / air ratio. This techniques has been demonstrated for gas-flow 
mixing [134], in an optical engine [135], and in a close-to-production engine with endo-
scopic optical access [18, 136]. 
Another approach is the combined use of a single-ring aromatic combined with a double-
ring aromatic. As both species exhibit different quantum yield dependences with tem-
perature, the signal ratio is a function of temperature and can thus be used for ther-
mometry [19]. Very recently, a combination of toluene and naphthalene as tracer species 
in combination with a three-colour detection strategy has been demonstrated for the si-
multaneous detection of temperature, fuel distribution, and O2 concentration [137]. 
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2.3.5 Diagnostics using the fluorescence lifetime 
In all the techniques outlined before, time-integrated signal intensities are recorded to 
deduce the desired quantity. This procedure has the disadvantage that non-uniform spe-
cies concentrations or intensity variations of the excitation source cause signal variations 
which may lead to misinterpretations and which need to be corrected for. In contrast, the 
fluorescence lifetime is independent on the excitation energy and the species concentra-
tion if the limits of the linear regime are not exceeded. Thus, information can be derived 
in, e.g., inhomogeneously seeded gas flows and / or with fluctuating excitation energy 
without loss of accuracy. 
For time-resolved measurements the excitation must be pulsed and the pulse width 
must be negligible short compared to the fluorescence lifetime. If the pulse width is not 
negligible deconvolution algorithms have been developed to solve this problem within 
certain limits [77, 138]. The deduced fluorescence lifetime is proportional to the fluores-
cence quantum yield which on its part leads to the desired quantity of interest, like tem-
perature or O2 concentration. 
Imaging diagnostics using the fluorescence lifetime cause more experimental effort. Be-
yond the short-pulsed excitation source imaging is restricted to one dimension with a 
streak camera [138] because in this case one spatial axis of the two-dimensional camera 
image is replaced by a time axis. Alternatively, at least two gated cameras are necessary 
for two-dimensional imaging [73, 75, 138]. In this case the lifetime can be extracted from 
the ratio between each pixel of both images. 
The use of photomultiplier tubes restricts the measurement to a point-like spatial region, 
but the high sensitivity, the high temporal resolution, and the compact design opens up 
new diagnostic strategies. Besides thermometry in open flames [14], fibre-optic diagnos-
tics inside an IC engine through an optical accessible spark plug are possible. The high 
sensitivity in combination with high repetition rate laser sources allow crank-angle re-
solved thermometry during an engine cycle [61-62]. 
In summary, diagnostics using the fluorescence lifetime of a molecular species are possi-
ble and show a great potential, but are so far seldom applied. On the one hand the ex-
perimental effort is often still too high, on the other hand the available database of fluo-
rescence lifetimes is currently in many cases not sufficient. 
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3. Photophysics of small organic molecules 
In laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), molecules are electronically excited by photon ab-
sorption typically in the UV/Vis region of light. Subsequent spontaneous emission (fluo-
rescence) occurs usually on a timescale of about 1–200 ns. The bath gas has a strong in-
fluence on the non-radiative energy transfer processes in the excited state affecting the 
fluorescence quantum yield and the spectral distribution. Quantitative interpretation of 
measured signal intensities requires a detailed knowledge of the underlying photophysi-
cal processes which are described in this chapter [7, 139-140]. 
 
3.1 Excitation 
3.1.1 Classification of electronic transitions 
All molecules investigated here show absorption in the UV range. Photon absorption 
populates excited electronic levels. The wavelength-dependent absorption cross-section 
() represents the absorption strength. In organic molecules, chemical bonds are mostly 
described by linear combinations of atomic orbitals (LCAO), in this case, s- and p-
orbitals. The LCAO results in orbitals with different symmetries: binding  and  orbi-
tals, non-binding n orbitals and anti-binding (repulsive) * and * orbitals. The resulting 
typical optically-active transitions are: 
  → * , e.g., in molecules with C=C double bonds or aromatic systems 
 n → * , e.g., in molecules with carbonyl groups  
 n → * , e.g., in amines  and alcohols 
  → * , e.g., in saturated hydrocarbons 
According to the photo-active group (chromophore) the molecules can be sorted into dif-
ferent classes. Typical properties of each class are shown in Table 3. For the tracers con-
sidered here some deviations can occur due to substituent effects. Therefore, the values 
must be taken as approximate. 
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Table 3: Wavelength of maximum absorptivity and maximum absorption cross section for 
relevant chromophores occurring in typical tracer species. Taken from [141]. 
Chromophore Transition max (nm) abs (10–20 cm2) 
C=O n → * 280 8 
mono-aromatic  → * 260 80 
C=N n → * 240 50 
C=C–C=C  → * 220 8×104 
C=C  → * 180 4×104 
C–C, C–H  → * <180 400 
 
3.1.2 Classification of excited electronic states 
Electronic states of a molecule can be characterised by their degree of excitation and to-
tal spin. In most molecules in the ground state the total spin is S = 0. This is called a 
singlet state. Upon excitation of one electron the two resulting unpaired electron spins 
are either parallel (S = 1) or anti-parallel (S = 0). The first one is called triplet (T) state, 
the latter one singlet (S) state, corresponding to the resulting multiplicity of the states. 
In a singlet state, all electrons (each with s = ½) are paired with anti-parallel spin. An 
index indicates the level of excitation: 0 is the ground state, and 1, 2, 3, … are excited 
states with increasing energy. Figure 13 shows the electron distribution and energy lev-
els for ground and excited states of a carbonyl group. 
 
Figure 13: Electron population of molecular orbitals in the ground and first excited states in a 
carbonyl group (left) and relative energy of various states (right) 
 
3.1.3 Transition probabilities 
The photon absorption probability can be calculated using the time-dependent perturba-
tion theory. The interaction with electromagnetic radiation is regarded as a short per-
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turbation of the system. The time-dependent Schrödinger equation can be written as 
[140]  

t
iH total


 

  (2) 
with   
'0 HHH total

  . (3) 
totalH

 is the Hamiltonian of the total system, 0H

 the Hamiltonian of the unperturbed 
system, and 'H

 the perturbation Hamiltonian representing the interaction of the elec-
tromagnetic field with the chromophore. The resulting wave function  is a linear com-
bination of the initial (m) and the final (n) state of the respective transition. 
nnmm tata  )()(   , (4) 
with the time-dependent coefficients am and an. The latter one corresponds to the prob-
ability that the transition has occurred. On a short timescale eq. 4 can be solved as  
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The integral is called the transition matrix and is a measure for the coupling of the 
states to the electromagnetic field. With pEH '

 as the interaction of the incident elec-
tromagnetic field with the total dipole p moment of the molecule eq. 5 can be solved to 
yield the transition probability of the transition m→n, Pn: 
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Mnm is the transition dipole moment with 
  dppM mnmnnm 
*
 . (7) 
This is an integral over all spatial electron and nucleon coordinates. The transition di-
pole moment is transition-specific. The strength can be calculated using the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation. In this approximation electron and nuclear motion is sepa-
rated which is in most cases justified as nuclei are much heavier than electrons and thus 
much slower. 
This leads to a molecular wave function  N  which can be separated into the spa-
tial electronic wave function , the nuclear wave function N and the electronic spin wave 
function . Development of the dipole operator leads to: 
mnmnmnnm NNpM   . (8) 
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As the transition probability is proportional to 
2
nmM  its magnitude is determined by 
three factors: 
 The spatial overlap and the symmetry of the respective electronic wave functions 
 The spatial overlap of the nuclear wave functions (Franck-Condon factor) 
 The spin wave function is zero for singlet-triplet transitions because of orthogonal 
wave functions and unity for singlet-singlet and triplet-triplet transitions 
Combining of all three factors results in the selection rules of a transition. If the symme-
try of wave functions of the ground and the excited state are different, the transition 
moment integral is zero and thus the transition is “symmetry-forbidden”, which is the 
case for the S0–S1 transition in aromatics and ketones. In contrast to the selection rules, 
these molecules absorb light because the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is partly 
violated. Molecular vibrations couple with the electron system and break the perfect 
symmetry by distorting the electron wave functions. This introduces non-zero contribu-
tions to the integral, i.e., the resulting transitions are “vibrationally allowed”. Increasing 
temperature or decreasing excitation wavelength enhances those transition moments. 
This effect explains why the →* transition in aromatics is weaker by three orders of 
magnitude than the symmetry-allowed →* transition in alkenes (cf., Table 3). 
Singlet-triplet transitions should be non-existent because of the differences in the spin 
wave function mentioned above. In reality, however, the spin couples with the orbital’s 
angular momentum and results in a non-orthogonal wave function of the total angular 
momentum. In typical organic molecules the coupling is very small, thus singlet-triplet 
transitions are very weak only. Heavy atoms in the molecule, however, increase signifi-
cantly the spin-orbit coupling and thus enhance the singlet-triplet transition. 
 
3.2 Deactivation of excited molecules 
After excitation by a pulsed laser of suitable wavelength to meet the energy difference of 
an allowed transition, the molecule is promoted into an electronically excited state (cf., 
Figure 14). Each excited molecule tends to reach its ground state. The optically-
introduced energy can be lost via chemical (dissociation or other photo-induced reactions) 
and physical processes. The following sections will focus on these physical processes. 
They can be divided into three categories: Radiative processes, where the excitation en-
ergy is fully or partly lost by spontaneous emission (e.g., fluorescence), non-radiative 
processes, where the energy is thermalised via vibrational and rotational energy transfer 
without emission of light, and collisional quenching, where the energy (or a part of it) is 
transferred to a collider species and the originally excited molecules return into the 
ground state without emission. 
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Figure 14: Schematic overview of photophysical processes in organic molecules (Jablonski dia-
gram): Radiative processes (absorption, fluorescence, phosphorescence) and non-
radiative processes (Inter System Crossing, ISC; Internal Conversion, IC; quenching 
processes) are marked by straight arrows. The horizontal arrow length indicates the 
relative respective rate constants. Ethermal is the thermalisation level in each state. 
In each electronic state a multitude of vibrational modes exist. The population distribu-
tion throughout these vibrational modes is temperature-dependent. The thermalisation 
level in each electronic state is the level where the mean distribution of the molecules in 
thermal equilibrium is located and can be calculated assuming a Boltzmann distribution, 
and using known energies of the main vibrational modes in the harmonic oscillator ap-
proximation. With increasing temperature the thermalisation level shifts to higher vi-
brational modes in each electronic state. Each molecule tends to reach this thermalisa-
tion level after disturbing the system, e.g., by absorption of a photon. Energy transfer 
processes between the vibrational modes allow the molecules to reach thermal equilib-
rium. This process is called vibrational redistribution (VR) and is promoted via collisions 
with other molecules, e.g., bath-gas molecules. 
From each state along this vibrational cascade competing processes can occur: Radiative 
emission of photons (fluorescence), inter-system-crossing (ISC) to a triplet state, internal 
conversion (IC) into vibrationally highly excited modes of the ground state, and quench-
ing processes with collider species. Contrary to the rate constants of fluorescence and 
quenching, ISC and IC strongly depend on the respective vibrational mode. Thus, in-
creasing the rate of vibrational relaxation by, e.g., increasing the bath gas collision rate 
by a corresponding increase in pressure reduces the loss probability via ISC and IC and 
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thus enhances the fluorescence emission. Figure 15 (left panel) illustrates these proc-
esses. 
 
Figure 15: Schematic overview of the photophysical processes in organic molecules (extracted 
from [31] and references therein): Radiative processes (fluorescence) are symbolised 
by wavy arrows, non-radiative processes (Inter System Crossing, ISC; Internal Con-
version, IC; quenching processes) by straight arrows. The horizontal arrow length in-
dicates the relative rate constants. Ethermal is the thermalisation level in each state. 
The figure displays two different cases of molecules distinguished by their S0-S1 en-
ergy gap and using the same excitation wavelength. Triplets or highly excited vibra-
tional modes from S0 (cf., Figure 14) are not shown. See text for details. 
In the paragraph above the case was discussed in which photo-excitation leads to a popu-
lation in the S1 state that is above the thermalisation level. Figure 15 (right panel) illus-
trates a case where the absorption ends in vibrational modes below the mean thermali-
sation level. In this case, the vibrational relaxation cascade induced by bath gas colli-
sions goes upwards towards the mean thermalisation level. As this process is accompa-
nied by energy transfer from bath gas molecules to the excited species this is called 
photo-induced cooling [31]. The decision if “normal” vibrational relaxation or photo-
induced cooling occurs depends on the S0–S1 energy gap and on the excitation wave-
length. In the following paragraphs all the processes mentioned above will be introduced. 
Spontaneous emission of photons depends on the same selection rules as for absorption. 
The energy difference between the coupled states, however, enhances the probability of 
spontaneous emission by the third power of the frequency. The emission from the S1 
state is called fluorescence. As a fast process typical lifetimes are in the range 1–100 ns. 
Radiative emission from triplet states occurs, although this is a spin-forbidden process. 
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This emission is called phosphorescence and typically ranges at a timescale between ms 
and s. 
Inter-system crossing (ISC) is the non-radiative process between states of different spin 
multiplicity. Most important here is the transition from S1 to T1. ISC can be allowed 
(S(n,*)→T(,*), S(,*)→T(n,*)) or forbidden (S(n,*)→T(n,*), S(,*)→T(,*)). The 
rates of forbidden transitions are not zero, but much lower than the rates for allowed 
transitions. Table 4 gives an overview of typical ISC rate constants for different transi-
tions. 
Table 4: ISC rates for molecules with similar singlet-triplet gaps (24-80 kJ/mol) but different 
symmetries [66, 142-143] 
Molecule Transition Selection rule ISC rate [108 s–1] 
Naphthalene S1(,*)→T(,*) “forbidden” 0.1 
Acetone S1(n,*)→T(n,*) “forbidden” 5 
Benzophenone S1(n,*)→T(,*) “allowed” 1000 
 
Although ISC is symmetry forbidden for typical aromatics and ketones, its rate is 1 and 
3 orders of magnitude faster than the fluorescence rate, respectively. In the presence of 
certain collider species like, e.g., O2 the rate can be significantly increased. This will be 
discussed in section 3.3. The rate of ISC is also dependent on the vibrational level, nor-
mally increasing with vibrational excess energy. 
Internal conversion (IC) is a non-radiative transition between states of the same spin 
multiplicity. For large energy gaps, as between S1 and S0, IC is of minor importance. At 
high vibrational excess in the S1 state certain vibrational modes can promote IC leading 
to high losses in fluorescence emission. This is important for elevated temperatures. 
Vibrational relaxation (VR) occurs with high efficiency via collisions with bath gas mole-
cules. In the gas phase VR does not fully relax the molecules to the thermalisation level 
in the S1 state during the fluorescence lifetime and proceeds on the same timescale as 
competing processes, such as ISC and fluorescence.  
 
3.2.1 Quantum yield and fluorescence lifetime 
In this chapter, the kinetics of the relevant photophysical processes are derived. The re-
sulting equations are essential for photophysical modelling (cf., chapter 3.4) and prove 
the proportionality of fluorescence quantum yield and the effective fluorescence lifetime. 
For simplification the presence of only one excited singlet state S1 is assumed, and radia-
tive processes coming from triplet states are ignored. Radiationless transitions from 
higher lying singlet states are usually much faster than the fluorescence coming from 
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these states. Thus, fluorescence emission only occurs from S1. This is known as Kasha’s 
rule which says that the non-radiative transfer rates depend on the energy gap between 
the involved electronic states. The energy gap between S0 and S1 is much larger than 
between the higher excited singlets and S1. Therefore, the cascade of non-radiative deac-
tivation ends at Ethermal in S1. In the following paragraphs the duration of excitation is 
assumed to be negligibly short relative to the timescale of the processes mentioned in 
this chapter. 
If fluorescence emission was the only deactivation pathway from the excited state to the 
ground state, the temporal development of the concentration of excited molecules [M*] 
can be described as follows: 
   ** MkM
dt
d
fl  , (9) 
with the fluorescence rate kfl (in s–1). This leads to an exponential decay with the initial 
concentration [M*]0. 
     tkMM fl exp0**   (10) 
The radiative lifetime rad is the time when the concentration has decayed to 1/e of its 
initial value: 
fl
rad
k
1
  . (11) 
In real systems, fluorescence is not the only deactivation pathway. IC and ISC as non-
radiative intra-molecular processes always occur simultaneously. The intra-molecular 
deactivation of the excited molecules [M*] can then be described by the following rate 
equation. 
    ** MkkkM
dt
d
ICISCfl   , (12) 
where kfl, kISC, kIC are the rates (all in s–1) of fluorescence emission, intersystem crossing, 
and internal conversion, respectively. The total depopulation rate, ktot, is then connected 
to the experimentally accessible effective fluorescence lifetime, eff, via the following rela-
tion: 
eff
ISCICflnrflitot kkkkkkk

1
  , (13) 
where knr is the non-radiative decay rate (s–1) as the sum of all decay rates except kfl. 
The fluorescence quantum yield fl is the fraction of the number of molecules having ab-
sorbed a photon and emitting fluorescence radiation. If no non-radiative deactivation 
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processes occurred, fl would be unity. It can also be expressed as the ratio of the fluores-
cence and the absorption rate. 
 
  

hMk
Mk
abs
fl
fl
*
  , (14) 
where [h] is the number of photons. Using fltotnr kkk   , the temporal variation of the 
concentration of [M*] , 
         *** MkMkhMkM
dt
d
nrflabs    , (15) 
with the steady-state assumption d/dt[M*]=0 eq. 15 yields eq.16 
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A substitution of [M*] leads to 
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as the expression of the fluorescence quantum yield. Thus, the fluorescence quantum 
yield is proportional to the effective fluorescence lifetime. On the other hand, if the quan-
tum yield is known, it is possible to calculate the non-radiative decay rate, knr. In the 
following, the effective fluorescence lifetime eff will be handled as a relative quantum 
yield rel. 
 
3.3 Collisional Quenching 
In the section before the non-radiative processes that reduce the fluorescence quantum 
yield were intra-molecular. Collisions with bath-gas molecules lead to intermolecular 
deactivation/energy redistribution whose rates depend on the nature of the collider spe-
cies and their concentration (i.e., collision rates). In the subsequent paragraphs quench-
ing mechanisms are discussed, and the quenching kinetics with its effects on the quan-
tum yield (and thus the fluorescence lifetime) are presented. 
 
3.3.1 Quenching processes  
Electronic energy transfer is one of the most important processes responsible for colli-
sional quenching in organic molecules. The colliding species Q can be excited during the 
collision with the excited chromophore. Alternatively, the quencher species assimilates 
the energy by enhancing its translational or – more seldom – rotational or vibrational 
energy. In the context of energy transfer, M is often called donor, Q acceptor. 
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M* + Q → M + Q* 
The simplest transfer type is an emission of a photon by M* with subsequent absorption 
by Q. This is called radiative energy transfer. In contrast to non-radiative processes, 
however, radiative energy transfer is often much less efficient. 
The first type of non-radiative energy transfer is the fluorescence resonance energy 
transfer (FRET, sometimes also Förster (resonance energy) transfer) first described by 
Förster [144]. In this case the electronic structure is distorted by dipole-dipole interac-
tions. Dipole oscillations of M* induce oscillations in Q. Direct physical contact is not 
necessary, but the interaction strength depends strongly on the distance between the 
molecules. Energy transfer over several molecule diameters (up to ~10 nm) is possible. 
The energy transfer probability dPn within a time interval dt can be described as follows 
[144]: 
dt
r
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The “critical radius” r0 is a measure for the strength of interaction and depends on the 
spectral overlap between the emission spectrum of M* and the absorption spectrum of Q. 
As in this type of energy transfer electrons are not exchanged between the molecules the 
spin selection rules mentioned in subsection 3.1 must be satisfied. Therefore, possible 
processes are: 
1M* + 1Q → 1M + 1Q* 
1M* + 3Q → 1M + 3Q* 
A different type of energy transfer mechanism was first describes by Dexter [145] (some-
times called Dexter (energy) transfer) in which an electron is exchanged between the two 
molecules. A direct physical contact is necessary leading to spatial overlap of different 
molecular orbitals. Thus the maximum distance is typically in the range 0.5–1 nm. 
Again the spectral overlap determines the probability of the process. Selection rules, 
however, do not occur. Therefore, following processes are possible: 
1M* + 1Q → 1M + 1Q* 
1M* + 1Q → 1M + 3Q* 
In contrast to most other molecules the ground state of molecular oxygen is a triplet 
state. Fluorescence from organic molecules can therefore efficiently be quenched by pro-
moting transitions into triplet states. The following energy transfer reactions are as-
sumed [146]: 
1M* + 3O2 ↔ 3(M,O2)* → 3M + 1O2* 
    3M + 3O2 
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When the organic molecule collides with molecular oxygen, a short-lived exciplex as 
transition state is formed. Different states within the exciplex with localised excitation 
and charge transfer structure are possible. Intersystem crossing is enabled because in 
this exciplex states with different spin multiplicity are coupled. When the ionisation po-
tential of the molecule increases quenching coefficients decrease. This indicates that at 
least partly charge transfer complexes are involved in the transition state [147]. The 
quenching process can only occur if the singlet-triplet energy gap in M is larger than the 
excitation energy required to promote O2 into its singlet state (360 kJ/mol, 0.98 eV). In 
aromatic molecules this condition is fulfilled, but not in ketones. Thus, aromatic fluores-
cence is strongly quenched by O2, ketone fluorescence usually only weakly. The mecha-
nism shown above describes well the effects of collisional quenching in aromatics [148]. 
 
3.3.2 Stern-Volmer relation 
When including collisional quenching processes, the equation for the fluorescence quan-
tum yield has to be expanded in the denominator by a new quenching term: 
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The fluorescence quenching probability is proportional to the collision rate times a spe-
cies-specific quenching cross-section. Practically, this is expressed by the number density 
of the quencher, nq, and a rate coefficient (in m3/s) qk
~
. It becomes a rate by multiplying 
with the number density. 
If the quenching term is dominant, fl is inversely proportional to the quencher concen-
tration. In each case it must be checked if this assumption is fulfilled. For O2 quenching 
on aromatics this assumption is valid in most cases. The signal variation with increasing 
quencher concentration can then be written as [149]: 
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0
flS  is the fluorescence intensity (proportional to quantum yield and lifetime, respec-
tively) in the absence of quencher species. The ratio totq kk /
~
 is the so called Stern-Volmer 
coefficient, kSV, with 
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kSV (in m3) indicates the strength of fluorescence quenching and is thus experimentally 
important. It can be determined by measuring fluorescence intensities at varying 
quencher concentrations, with temperature and total pressure kept constant. This rela-
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tion can graphically be represented by the so-called Stern-Volmer plot (cf., Figure 16). In 
many cases Stern-Volmer coefficients are temperature-dependent. 
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Figure 16: Example for a Stern-Volmer plot. The ratio between the signal without quencher and 
the signal with actual quencher number density is plotted against the number den-
sity of the quencher. The linear slope is then the Stern-Volmer coefficient. 
In practical applications it is easier to use Stern-Volmer coefficients depending on the 
quencher partial pressure instead of the quencher number density. In this case the di-
mension of the Stern-Volmer coefficient changes to bar–1 with a temperature-dependent 
conversion factor of T 28103791.1 . 
 
3.4 Photophysical models 
The prediction of fluorescence intensities or quantum yields for given environmental 
conditions can be done in two different ways: On the one hand, functional fits to experi-
mental data (Figure 3, Figure 4) deliver the necessary information. However, this proce-
dure is strictly limited to the range of conditions, where the fit functions applied for. The 
generally rather simple fit functions allow an analysis of experimental data with low 
computational effort. These models are inconsistently named in literature as phenome-
nological or empirical models, or – to distinguish from the photophysical models de-
scribed in the following paragraph – model functions or parameterised fitting functions. 
On the other hand – and this is much more challenging – real photophysical models can 
be created. They consider in detail the energy transfer processes taking place in each 
vibronic level in the excited state(s). If accurate enough, these models help to understand 
photophysical processes and deliver as by-product the same quantum yield information 
as the empirical models. As advantage, their applicability may not be limited to condi-
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tions where the model was validated but can be extended to experimentally unexplored 
temperature and pressure conditions. 
 
3.4.1 Phenomenological model for toluene 
Koban et al. [29] set up a phenomenological model for predicting toluene-LIF signal in-
tensities, i.e., fluorescence quantum yields, as a function of excitation wavelength, exc, 
temperature, T, and O2 number density, nO2, relative to a calibration at known condi-
tions based on the simplifications mentioned in chapter 3.2. The model was validated 
against experimental data obtained in a cell at 1 bar total pressure for temperatures 
between 300 and 950 K in pure N2, and between 300 and 700 K in the presence of 0 – 
300 mbar O2. According to Eq. (17), after a proper calibration the model should equally 
be applicable to the present lifetime measurements. As outlined in [29, 52], the model 
describes the time-integrated LIF-signal intensity (cf., eq. (22)) as being proportional to 
two factors: 
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The first part considers the number density, ntol, of toluene and the temperature depend-
ence of the absorption cross-section, abs, which is necessary to predict signal intensities 
as a function of temperature. However, since the variations of the absorption cross-
section are not part of the calculation of the fluorescence quantum yield, it needs not be 
taken into account for comparison to the lifetime measurements presented in this thesis. 
The second factor describes the relative quantum yield as a function of temperature and 
O2 partial pressure. It considers two separate de-excitation pathways for molecules ex-
cited to the S1 state, represented by two separate Stern-Volmer factors [29]. This form, 
however, is just an empirical form without a clear photophysical background. A short-
coming of the model is that it does not consider effects of total pressure in, e.g., N2 as 
bath gas. 
 
3.4.2 Step-ladder models 
The first widely-used step-ladder type fluorescence model for organic molecules was in-
troduced by Thurber et al. [28] for acetone. It is based on the theoretical description out-
lined by Freed and Heller [150] and preliminary studies by, e.g., Wilson et al. [151] and 
Yuen et al. [152]. Although still some simplifications were made the general approach 
was visible. Koch generalised the model by considering oxygen quenching and also being 
able to model 3-pentanone quantum yields [30]. In the following years, the model was 
optimised by several authors for specific applications [88, 103, 153], with the latest opti-
misation presented by Cheung and Hanson [85]. 
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For simplification, in this model only the thermal average of the vibrational energy dis-
tribution in the S1 state is considered. After photon absorption the vibrational energy E1 
in the S1 state is given by: 
00
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 EEE thermal
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  (23) 
with  as excitation wavelength in nm, E0–0 the energy gap between the S0 and the S1 
state in cm–1, and Ethermal (in cm–1) the thermal vibrational energy. As outlined in chapter 
3.2, along the vibrational cascade each molecule can undergo fluorescence emission or 
non-radiative processes (cf., Figure 14 and Figure 15). Thus the total fluorescence quan-
tum yield can be described in a simplified way as the sum of individual quantum yields 
from each energy state: 
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where n is the given energy level in S1, and i the respective deactivation channel avail-
able from level n. Written explicitly, this equation yields [30] 
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where the sum starts at the initially excited energy level 1 and proceeds along the vibra-
tional cascade downwards to the thermalisation level N. For each state the fluorescence 
probability is summed and multiplied with the probability to reach this state (except for 
the initial state). knr is the sum of the rates for inter-system-crossing kISC and for inter-
nal conversion kIC. As in the case of modelling the quantum yield ISC and IC lead to the 
same effect, namely non-radiative deactivation of the excited molecule, this simplifica-
tion is justified. 
The vibrational relaxation rate kvib is calculated as the sum of collisions of the excited 
species with all surrounding collider species [154]. 
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where Zcoll,m is the collision frequency factor (in cm3 s–1) between the ketone and the re-
spective species m. It is calculated using the Lennard-Jones collision theory with ap-
proximations given in [155]. If the excited molecule undergoes vibrational relaxation, 
this can be described by: 
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 is called the vibration cascade parameter.  is temperature dependent [30]. In the 
presence of different collider species,  must be calculated as a weighted average of the 
species-specific cascade parameters m: 
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Recently, Cheung and Hanson introduced an additional new rate, the quenching rate for 
collisions with N2 [85], leading to more accurate results when compared to measured 
quantum yields. Furthermore, the specific rates were slightly modified. The general con-
cept of the model, however, was not changed. One simplification is the fact that the di-
rection in the vibrational cascade is strictly downwards, which works well for ketones. 
As this approach of modelling was very successful in predicting quantum yields of ke-
tones, Rossow [31] transferred this model structure to the aromatics toluene and naph-
thalene. Therefore, the idea is the same, the rates and collision frequencies, however, 
must be adjusted. Additionally, the severe quenching by O2 leads to a new formulation of 
kox. While the model works quite convincing when predicting naphthalene quantum 
yields for a large range of environmental conditions, it fails for toluene at elevated pres-
sures. The pressure-induced cooling effect (cf., chapter 3.2) taking place in excited state 
toluene is not taken into account by this model structure as it would need upwards steps 
in the vibrational cascade. 
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4. Experiment and data evaluation 
4.1 High-temperature high-pressure cell 
A static cell with optical access is a suitable means for studying the photophysical prop-
erties of tracer molecules under the desired well-defined conditions of temperature, pres-
sure, and bath gas composition (e.g., [107, 110]). However, long residence times can 
cause degradation of the organic species due to pyrolysis, wall-catalysed reactions, or 
photolysis. This risk can be reduced by slowly flowing the sample gas mixture through 
the cell. In literature, cells for this purpose are mostly made of stainless-steel and heated 
resistively from outside, which limits the maximum attainable temperature to below 
900 K if simultaneously elevated gas pressures are applied (e.g., [30, 47, 63, 103]). Cells 
made from ceramic materials can withstand much higher temperatures, are corrosion 
resistant and exhibit low catalytic activity, however, due to their fragility, measure-
ments are often limited to atmospheric pressure [13, 156]. Another method for reaching 
simultaneously high temperature and pressure conditions is the shock tube, in which an 
incident and reflected shock wave almost instantly transforms a gas mixture to a well-
defined thermodynamic state in the test section of the tube. The short exposure time to 
the desired temperature and pressure conditions reduces material demands, but the re-
sulting measurement time is limited to just a few milliseconds with an extremely low 
duty cycle of a few measurements per day ([50] and references therein). 
The cell used in this work combines the advantages of both concepts: Firstly, the gases 
are forced to flow through a cell made from alumina ceramics allowing high tempera-
tures to be achieved, and secondly this cell is placed inside a thermally insulated 
stainless-steel cylinder allowing high pressures. 
 
4.1.1 Design of the cell 
A schematic drawing of the current pressure vessel including the internal flow cell is 
shown in Figure 17. The instrument was initially designed for LIF studies of NO and CO 
[157] and is presently configured for measurements with vaporised organic tracer spe-
cies. 
Gas mixtures of interest can be continuously flown through an externally heated cylin-
drical ceramic flow chamber placed inside a 400 mm diameter stainless-steel vessel. As 
shown in Figure 17 the flow cell consists of two concentric ceramic cylinders, each having 
four circular wall openings at half height and separated by 90°, which for optical access 
from outside are arranged in line with four optical window ports of the outer pressure 
vessel. The four optical ports of the outer pressure vessel are fitted with quartz windows 
(30 mm clear aperture). Four meander-shaped ceramic heating elements (MoSi2 / SiO2 
coated, 3 mm diameter, Schupp-Ceramics, Germany), are fixed on the inner wall of four 
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bored half cylinders (inner diameter 150 mm, wall thickness 75 mm, 125 mm high) made 
of ceramic fibre thermal insulation material. Each of these units is placed around the 
flow chamber above and below the plane containing the optical ports. Most of the interior 
of the pressure vessel is filled with thermal insulation material except for tubes along 
the optical view ports and a 50 mm high section at the top reserved for electrical connec-
tions. The heating elements are connected to pressure tight electrical feedthroughs (Ho-
sitrad) by short sections of flexible aluminium ribbon. The heating current is regulated 
by a thyristor-based phase-sensitive current regulator (Eurotherm, combined with home-
made electronics), and is controlled by an R-type thermocouple (PtRh/Pt) placed near the 
heating elements. The gas temperature in the flow chamber is measured with a second 
R-type thermocouple located on the centreline of the inner flow chamber shortly above 
the viewport holes. The cell is designed for temperatures and pressures up to 1400 K and 
10 bar, respectively. 
 
Figure 17: Schematic cut through the centre plane of the high-pressure vessel (left panel) with 
the high-temperature flow cell mounted in the centre (right panel). See text for more 
details. 
 
Gas mixing 
As shown in Figure 17 (right panel) gases are supplied to the concentric flow cells 
through the outer of two concentric ceramic tubes fed through the bottom flange of the 
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pressure vessel. The gases first enter the lower mixing chamber formed between outer 
and inner ceramic cylinders where the gas flow is preheated and directed through eight 
ceramic tubes into the upper chamber, before they enter the inner (measurement) cham-
ber through seven holes in its top end plate (cf., Figure 17), after which it exits the pres-
sure vessel through the inner ceramic tube. From all windows a weak purge flow is ap-
plied through respective ceramic tubes connected with the inner flow cell to minimise 
diffusion of the gas mixture into dead volumes of the pressure vessel. Figure 18 shows an 
overview over the gas supply system of the cell. 
 
Figure 18: Schematic view of the gas supply for the high-pressure high temperature cell. A CO2 
gas cylinder is installed as required instead of the N2 or air cylinder. For details see 
text. 
Different organic tracer species (liquid at ambient conditions) can be stored in a cylindri-
cal borosilicate glass tank (QVF, filling volume 200 ml, wall thickness 5 mm) PTFE 
sealed to stainless steel endplates and connected to a HPLC pump (HPLC Compact 
Pump 2250, Bischoff-Chrom). From there, the flow is pressurised to 25 bar and metered 
into a CEM (Controlled Evaporation and Mixing, Bronkhorst) system, where it is mixed 
with a part of the main carrier gas. Subsequently, different gas compositions can be real-
ised via additional supply lines each equipped with suitable mass flow controllers 
(Bronkhorst) before the gas flow passes through a small gas mixing chamber into the 
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pressure vessel. To avoid condensation the marked tubes in Figure 18 were resistively 
heated to 470 K. The total flow rate is kept between 2 and 20 SLM (standard litres per 
minute). This corresponds to a residence time in the range of 1–5 s in the hot zone of the 
cell. Flow velocities are thus in the range 2–10 cm/s. Elevated pressures are realised 
with two back-pressure regulators (Hoke, 1–6 bar, and 2–10 bar, respectively) situated 
between the exit of the cell and the exhaust line. 
Carrier gases are provided either from gas cylinders (purity 4.6 or 5.0) or the laboratory 
gas supply delivering vaporised liquid nitrogen or compressed and dried air, respectively. 
A membrane vacuum pump is installed to support gas exchange and cleaning from im-
purities when changing bath gases. The outside wall of the pressure vessel and the win-
dow flanges can be heated up to about 370 K to avoid tracer condensation on the vessel 
walls or windows. 
 
4.1.2 Temperature distribution and gas-flow characterisation 
Although the cell was already used and characterised concerning temperature reliability 
and absorption effects during a diploma thesis [157], a new characterisation was re-
quired because several reconstructions were done in the meantime and the cell is now 
operated with vaporised liquids instead of gases as done before. 
 
Temperature distribution and flow characteristics 
Due to the rather complex geometry of the flow system, CFD (Computational Fluid Dy-
namics) calculations were performed in collaboration with L. Deng and I. Wlokas (Chair 
for Fluid Dynamics at IVG, University of Duisburg-Essen) to analyse temperature dis-
tributions and flow characteristics within the ceramic flow cell [158]. 
The computational domain which also included the cell body was discretised using a hex-
core mesh. Due to the complexity of the geometry, it was found to be the best solution in 
order to keep the meshing procedure at a reasonable effort. An estimation of the flow 
characteristics by dimensional analysis showed also that a uniformly spaced grid would 
be sufficient to describe the laminar flow field. Areas of very low Reynolds numbers are 
filled with a coarser mesh. 
Results of the CFD calculations will be shown here exemplarily representative for a typi-
cal operating condition of the flow cell with a volumetric gas flow of 5 SLM at T = 500 K 
and 3 bar total pressure. Figure 19 shows the gas velocity in the central cross sectional 
plane as shown in Figure 17 and the wake flow zones in the upper mixing chamber. 
Clearly visible is the accelerated flow upwards through the ceramic guiding tubes con-
necting the lower and upper mixing chamber between inner and outer flow cell and the 
dead volumes of low circulation located next to the inflow in the upper mixing chamber. 
Main wake flow locations are identified (see insets in the right panels) next to the inflow 
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in the upper mixing chamber and in the top of the main chamber behind the circularly 
arranged inlet holes around the centreline. The length of this separation zone should be 
kept as short as possible to minimise negative effects of the flow in the probe volume 
which is located in the centre of the measurement cell. 
 
Figure 19: Flow velocity map for 3 bar and a gas flow of 5 SLM at 500 K. Wake zones are 
enlarged (taken from [158]). 
Of high importance for the experimental work conducted with the present equipment is 
the knowledge about the conductive heat flux between the solid vessel components and 
the gaseous flow passing between the inlet and outlet ports. Therefore, the temperature 
distribution in the same plane already shown for the velocity field was of interest and is 
depicted in Figure 20. It is observed that for the present flow conditions the temperature 
inside the inner flow cell, i.e., the LIF measurement volume, is equal to the desired set 
temperature, and that, except for the region within the lower settling chamber and in 
the inflow regions of the flow guiding ceramic tubes, the temperature distribution is ho-
mogeneous. 
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Figure 20: Temperature distribution within the same cross-section of the cell as displayed in 
Figure 19, 3 bar, 5 SLM fresh gas flow rate, 500 K cell temperature (taken from 
[158]). 
 
Absorption studies and repeatability 
One important quantity of tracer species is the absorption in general and the wave-
length-dependent absorption cross-section as a function of temperature in particular.  
The absorption cross-section can in principle be measured by determining the laser en-
ergy before and after the cell. For this purpose on both sides of the cell photodiodes were 
positioned detecting reflected light from quartz plates inserted into the beam path. Thus 
the photodiodes provide relative laser intensity information to calculate the absorption 
cross section [31, 63, 71] via the geometrical boundaries shown in Figure 17 and the 
Lambert-Beer law. Previous flow simulations revealed that with an adequate window 
purge flow tracer diffusion into the window arms of the cell can be neglected [159]. Thus, 
the assumption of the pathlength being the inner diameter of the measurement cell 
should be valid. The results shown below, however, indicate that this assumption is not 
justified and hence absorption cross-sections cannot be derived from measurements per-
formed in this cell.  
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One example result of such absorption experiments is displayed in Figure 21, where 
measured absorption and fluorescence of naphthalene is plotted against time after 
switching on the naphthalene / dodecane flow. As the absorption cross-section cannot be 
calculated from measurements in this cell, the laser beam attenuation was used to gain 
information about the time-dependent evolution of the attenuation under otherwise con-
stant conditions. This information is useful to clarify if the duration of an experiment 
influences the experimental results.  
The line in Figure 21 is the laser attenuation calculated from literature values, the geo-
metrical boundaries from Figure 17 and the incident naphthalene concentration using 
the classical Lambert-Beer law of absorption. Fluorescence (as evaluated from the streak 
camera LIF spectra, see below) and the laser beam attenuation follow qualitatively the 
same trend with time. For the first minutes after starting the tracer flow the absorption 
increases until a plateau is reached after about 20 min. This can be explained by the fact 
that the tracer needs some time to reach the measurement volume. However, this time 
seems to be quite long when regarding mean flow velocities (see section above).  
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Figure 21: Measured laser beam attenuation (black squares) and fluorescence (red circles) of 
naphthalene vapour at 373 K, 1 bar, N2 as a function of time after switching on the 
naphthalene/dodecane flow. For comparison the calculated absorption is also shown 
(line). 
The following plateau region of constant absorption and fluorescence lasts around 
130 min. All measurements presented in this thesis were performed in this plateau re-
gion. Subsequently – and this is reproducible – absorption and fluorescence start to in-
crease although nothing has changed in the entire setup. One possible reason might be 
that due to the open cell small amounts of naphthalene diffuse inside the pressure vessel 
– in contrast to simulations – and hence cause higher absorption. The increase in fluo-
rescence cannot be explained by this assumption because fluorescence is only detected 
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from the measurement volume. Another explanation could be that naphthalene accumu-
lates before the lower endplate of the cell before leaving to the exhaust. After a certain 
time this accumulation is expanded inside the measurement volume where absorption 
and fluorescence are disturbed. The fluorescence lifetime, however, is not influenced and 
is constant within the usual experimental error. 
Beyond this quantified anomalies other phenomena can be observed which all influence 
absorption and fluorescence intensity, but not the fluorescence lifetime. For example, the 
increase of the window purge flow reduces the absorption in a non-linear manner, but 
increases the fluorescence signal. In contrast to the abovementioned flow simulations 
[159] some small amounts of tracer may diffuse inside the window “arms” of the cell and 
cause additional absorption – again confirming the breakdown of the assumption that 
the window purge flow avoids tracer diffusion out of the measurement cell. Thermodiffu-
sion due to large temperature differences between measurement cell and windows may 
enhance this. This assumption is strengthened by the fact that at condition where pyro-
lysis occurs soot deposits can be observed on the windows. 
Another unexplainable finding is the fact that doubling the tracer concentration does not 
double the signal intensity. Re-absorption (signal trapping) of fluorescence light by 
tracer molecules between the measurement volume and the window may be one reason. 
The spectral overlap between absorption and fluorescence spectra, however, is low. Self-
quenching of tracer molecules may be another reason. This would, however, influence 
the fluorescence lifetime which was not observable within experimental error. Therefore, 
convincing explanations describing all phenomena inside the cell are not available yet. 
The above investigations suggest that measurements of absolute or relative signal inten-
sities are not feasible with the present version of this cell. Fluorescence lifetimes, how-
ever, are not affected. As the fluorescence lifetime is independent on tracer concentration 
it can be evaluated with sufficient accuracy. In combination with the spectral shape nec-
essary calibration parameters for organic fuel tracers can be derived to develop diagnos-
tic strategies for single- or two-colour detection. 
 
4.2 Optics setup 
The experimental arrangement for the combined measurement of effective fluorescence 
lifetimes and spectra of organic species at high temperature and pressure is depicted in 
Figure 22. A flashlamp-pumped frequency-quadrupled Nd:YAG laser (PL2143B, Ekspla) 
delivers a maximum pulse energy of 7 mJ at 266 nm with a pulse length of 26 ps at a 
repetition rate of 10 Hz. The circular laser beam (Gaussian beam profile) is reduced by a 
Galilei telescope (f = 100 mm and f = –40 mm) to a diameter of about 3 mm before enter-
ing the cell. Fluorescence signals are collected perpendicular to the laser beam axis 
through one of the larger diameter optical ports (cf., Figure 17, right panel) by a quartz 
lens (f = 375 mm) and then focused with a second quartz lens (f = 300 mm) and an UV-
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enhanced aluminium mirror on the entrance slit of the spectrograph (f = 300 mm, Acton 
SP2300, Princeton Instruments) equipped with a 150 grooves/mm grating. The spectrally 
resolved signal is then imaged on the entrance slit of a streak camera (C5680-24C, 
Hamamatsu Photonics) equipped with a streak module (M5677-01) and a CCD camera 
(Orca R2, 640×512 pixel). Depending on the manually adjusted height of the entrance 
slit in front of the photocathode of the streak tube and the chosen sweep speed (perpen-
dicular to the wavelength dispersion axis) a maximum time resolution of about 20 ps can 
be achieved. For each laser pulse, the system therefore delivers two-dimensional images 
with temporal and spectral intensity information along each dimension. The streak unit 
is synchronised with the laser firing using a pulse delay generator (DG645, Stanford Re-
search Systems) triggered externally with the SYNC1 and SYNC2 trigger outputs, re-
spectively, from the laser – depending on the chosen sweep speed of the streak tube and 
the hence necessary delay between trigger output und laser beam. Camera and spectro-
graph are controlled via the streak camera software HPD-TA 8.4.0 (Hamamatsu) in-
stalled on a personal computer. A second personal computer allows the recording of tem-
perature, pressure, and laser pulse energy before and after the cell using a data acquisi-
tion module (USB-6009, National Instruments) and home-made LabView software (ver-
sion 8.6.1, National Instruments). 
 
Figure 22: Experimental arrangement for spectrally and time-resolved fluorescence measure-
ments, CCD: CCD camera, DG645: pulse delay generator 
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4.2.1 Excitation source: ps laser 
Figure 23 shows the optical arrangement of the commercial ps-Nd:YAG laser. The laser 
consists of four different parts: Master oscillator, regenerative amplifier, power amplifier 
and harmonics generator. The following description is extracted from [160]: 
 
Figure 23: Schematic view and beam paths realised in the ps-Nd:YAG laser used in this thesis, 
taken from [160]. A: apertures; F: optical fibres; FD: photodetector heads; FHG: 
fourth harmonics generator; HWP: half wave plate; L: lenses; M: mirrors; P: polaris-
ers; PC: pockels cells; PH: pinhole; PL: glass plates; QWP: quarter wave plates; R: 
Nd:YAG rods; SHG: second harmonics generator; THG: third harmonics generator 
The master oscillator consists of mirror M1, three Pockels cells PC1-3, the oscillator 
Nd:YAG rod R1, and mirror M5. It utilises active and passive mode locking via Pockels 
cell PC1 and a solid state modulator (directly in front of M1), respectively. Several 
roundtrips in the oscillator are necessary to achieve a stable bandwidth-limited pulse. 
The energy is kept at around 10 µJ in order to not deplete the stored excited state popu-
lation in R1 by dynamic and fixed losses. Dynamic losses are realised by the radio-
frequency modulated Pockels cell PC1 causing variable attenuation. The quarter wave 
plate QWP1 in connection with polariser P1 cause fixed losses at each roundtrip. 
When the bandwidth-limited pulse duration in the oscillator is reached the pulse is di-
rected into the regenerative amplifier to reach pulse energies of around 600 µJ without 
damaging the mode-locking elements. Hence, the pulse is directed via Pockels cell PC2 
and polariser P1 into the regenerative amplifier formed by mirrors M2 and M5. 
After a user-defined number of oscillations Pockels cell PC3 rotates the polarisation. 
Thus, the pulse is dumped via polariser P5 and P6 through the pinhole PH and the mir-
rors M3 and M4 into the power amplifier. The power amplifier consist of the double 
flashlamp-pumped Nd:YAG rod R2 and mirror M7 in combination with quarter wave 
plate QWP3 and polariser P3. In this master amplifier the laser energy is amplified by a 
variable and user-defined gain up to the maximum amplification factor by varying the 
delays between the flashlamps and the Pockels cell without influencing the beam profile. 
In the harmonics generator section the fundamental wavelength (1064 nm) is frequency-
doubled by the second harmonics generator (SHG, K*DP nonlinear crystal) to 532 nm. 
Subsequently a third harmonics generator (THG, K*DP) or a fourth harmonics generator 
(FHG, KDP) can be installed to provide 355 and 266 nm radiation, respectively. The dif-
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ferent wavelengths are separated by a set of dichroic mirrors. These mirrors are config-
ured in a way that all created wavelengths are simultaneously available through differ-
ent openings of the laser frame. 
All experiments presented here were performed with 266 nm excitation. 
 
4.2.2 Detection system: Streak camera 
The operating principle of a streak camera is depicted in Figure 24. The entrance slit in 
front of the photocathode cuts out a thin ribbon of the incident fluorescence light. Since 
the spectrograph is mounted in front of the camera, the wavelength coordinate is along 
the slit axis. This spectrum is then imaged onto the photocathode by the collection optics 
and is converted into photoelectrons. The electrons pass the space between two sweep 
electrodes and are accelerated in the streak tube perpendicular to their propagation di-
rection and wavelength axis. The field is swept in a way that a time-dependent streak of 
the incident photoelectrons is formed on the multi-channel plate (MCP) at the end of the 
streak tube, beginning at the top down to the bottom. The sweep speed defines the time 
span imaged on the MCP. The electrons are multiplied in the MCP by a variable and 
user-defined gain factor. The multiplied electrons cause green light emission after strik-
ing a phosphor screen. This screen is finally imaged onto a CCD camera and the image 
data are transferred to the computer. 
The instrument response of this setup to stray light from the excitation laser is a Gaus-
sian type function spread over a specific number of pixels depending on the width of the 
imaged line. The number of occupied pixels corresponds to a time span depending on the 
selected sweep speed in the streak tube. The height of the entrance slit defines the 
thickness of the imaged line which limits the temporal resolution. Thus, an instrument 
response function has to be recorded for each selected time range and slit width. In this 
work the slit width was held constant at 50 µm. 
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Figure 24: Working principle of a streak camera (taken from [161]). In the realised setup the 
space axis is converted into wavelength axis because a spectrograph is mounted in 
front of the camera entrance. 
 
4.3 Data evaluation 
In the setup used in this work fluorescence emission from a single point is spread out in 
the wavelength domain with the spectrograph and in the time domain with the streak 
camera. Depending on the signal-to-noise ratio, for each condition 200 to 1000 individual 
measurements were carried out. Single-shot images were then averaged with a jitter-
correction routine provided by the streak camera software to minimise smearing of the 
temporal profiles by overlapping the rising edge of the fluorescence signal of each single-
shot image. Finally, a background image was subtracted, which was obtained while the 
laser was firing and pure nitrogen was flowing through the cell. Resulting sample im-
ages are depicted in Figure 25, with wavelength along the horizontal and time along the 
vertical axis, respectively.  
The resulting image delivers either spectrally selected temporal profiles (horizontal 
binning of columns) or fluorescence spectra for specific time intervals (vertical binning of 
rows) after laser excitation. It was carefully checked that within experimental uncer-
tainty the number of binned columns does not influence the evaluated decay time. The 
spectrally-resolved fluorescence emission was extracted by binning a number of rows in 
the range of significant pixel counts (red rectangle in Figure 25). The resulting spectral 
profiles were then corrected for instrument spectral response by recording the emission 
of a lamp with known spectral radiance intensity using the same optical setup. Depend-
ing on the wavelength region, a deuterium (for  < 400 nm) or a tungsten lamp (for 
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 > 350 nm) was chosen. As this correction function depends on the grating, the centre 
wavelength and the spectrograph entrance slit width, for each of the chosen parameter 
sets a lamp spectrum was recorded separately. 
The detection system covers a spectral range of about 110 nm which is sufficient for the 
investigation of most tracer species. In some cases, however, especially when tracer pyro-
lysis takes place (cf., section 5.2), fluorescence emission is spread over a wider spectral 
range than covered by one camera image. In these cases, two or more averaged images 
were recorded for different grating positions to cover the whole spectrum. These spectra 
must be combined after individual correction for the spectral response. The combining 
algorithm presented by Rossow [31] was used. In this algorithm the overlapping spectral 
region of two spectra is filled with a weighted average of both spectra meaning that pix-
els closer to the CCD centre receive heavier weight factors. This algorithm allows com-
bining of multiple spectra and yields a continuous line without abrupt changes in inten-
sity. 
 
Figure 25: Sample images (averaged over 300 single-shot images) of time- and spectrally-
resolved toluene (left panel) and naphthalene (right panel) LIF after excitation at 
266 nm. Conditions: 373 K, 2 bar total pressure of CO2, toluene partial pressure 
4 mbar, naphthalene partial pressure 0.4 mbar. The signal integration ranges along 
the time axis for the evaluated spectral profiles are marked as red, and along the 
spectral axis for the decay profiles as green rectangles, respectively. 
Signal decay times, , were determined using a simplified version of the convolve-and-
compare technique outlined by Settersten et al. [162-163] (cf., eq. 29).  
  oooof ytfttiItI  )(;,,)(   ,  (29) 
where “*” designates a temporal convolution, the index “o” marks an adjustable parame-
ter. If is a single-exponential function with the amplitude io, the decay time o, and the 
time offset to. When using a double-exponential function If, two amplitudes i1,o and i2,o in 
combination with two decay times 1,o and 2,o were used. f(t) represents the temporal 
instrument response function and yo a baseline offset. Variable parameters in the fit 
were the decay time(s) and a shift on the time axis to optimise the instance where ex-
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perimental and simulated signal intensities reach their peak values. The modelled decay 
profile is fitted to the experimental one by minimising the sum of squares of the residual 
differences between the model and the data. The maximum of the decay curve was used 
to determine to. 
Using this procedure, Figure 26 depicts representative toluene and naphthalene LIF 
excitation/decay profiles for three gas temperatures, together with the instrument re-
sponse function recorded in the spectral region of the laser stray light around 266 nm in 
the absence of tracer. Since decay times vary substantially with changing environmental 
conditions, for each temperature the temporal resolution of the streak tube needs to be 
adjusted for optimised temporal resolution of the detection system along the time axis of 
the CCD pixel array (here: the y-axis with 512 pixels). Therefore, for each temperature 
the recorded data trace covers different time spans, and separate instrument functions 
need to be recorded. For the present hardware settings the minimum temporal resolu-
tion of the detection system was 50 ps. 
 
Figure 26: Time-resolved LIF intensity for toluene (left panel) and naphthalene (right panel) in 
1 bar N2 with excitation at 266 nm at various temperatures. For 296 K (toluene) and 
374 K (naphthalene), the fitted function and the residuals are shown as blue and 
green curve, respectively. The instrument response curves (red dashed lines) were 
recorded without tracer for the streak speeds appropriate for the respective 296 K 
and 374 K measurements. 
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5. Results 
5.1 Spectroscopic characterisation of tracer species 
5.1.1 Toluene 
Toluene fluorescence lifetimes were investigated as a function of laser fluence to deter-
mine the limits of the linear regime (cf., Figure 27, left panel) which was found to be 
35 mJ/cm2 at 296 K. This laser fluence was used for temperatures up to 900 K. Because 
the saturation limit is known to shift to higher fluences at elevated temperatures [17], 
for sake of an improved signal-to-noise ratio at higher temperatures the fluence level 
was increased stepwise to 70 mJ/cm2 at the highest temperature investigated which was 
checked to be in the linear regime. The toluene partial pressure was 4 mbar at 296 K 
which corresponds to a number density of ~2×1023 m–3. At higher temperatures the par-
tial pressure was increased to maintain a nearly constant number density of tracer 
molecules in the probe volume. In additional measurements it was tested that at this 
number density self-quenching can be neglected (cf., Figure 27, right panel). 
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Figure 27: Toluene fluorescence lifetime vs. laser fluence (left panel) and toluene number den-
sity (right panel), respectively. The limit of the linear regime can be detected at a la-
ser fluence of 35 mJ/cm2, toluene self-quenching can be neglected for number densi-
ties below 4×1023 m–3. 
 
Temperature and pressure dependence in the absence of oxygen 
Figure 28 shows the temperature dependence of toluene fluorescence spectra in 1 bar N2 
normalised to their respective peak intensities. Spectra recorded in CO2 (not shown here) 
exhibit similar shapes and positions. The spectra were smoothed by an adjacent-average 
filter with a window size of 3 nm. At room temperature emission extends from roughly 
265 to 340 nm with a maximum at around 280 nm. With increasing temperature, a 
slight red-shift of this maximum of about 2 nm per 100 K can be observed, and the tail 
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on the long wavelength side of the spectra becomes stronger relative to the peak which is 
known from literature (cf., Figure 3) [31, 47]. Due to the limited spectral resolution of the 
spectrometer / camera unit of about 3 nm (FWHM of a negligible narrow mercury line at 
254 nm, indicated by the arrows in Figure 28) an additional “fine structure” except for 
the two peaks shown in the 296 K spectrum in Figure 28 is not observed in the present 
data at lower temperatures. Increasing total pressure does not influence the emission 
spectrum. The results are consistent with previously published work by Koban [47] and 
Rossow [31]. 
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Figure 28: Peak-normalised toluene fluorescence spectra at various temperatures in 1 bar N2 
bath at a toluene number density of ~2×1023 m–3. Spectra in CO2 are similar. The ar-
rows indicate the spectral resolution of the detection system by the FWHM of a re-
corded mercury line at 254 nm from a low-pressure discharge lamp. 
Figure 29 shows temperature-dependent toluene fluorescence lifetimes measured in bath 
gases of pure N2 and pure CO2 at 1 bar total pressure. The effective fluorescence lifetime 
strongly decreases with increasing temperature (from 46±3 ns at room temperature until 
close to the temporal resolution limit of 0.05±0.01 ns at 925 K). Within the investigated 
temperature range and quoted error limits, the evaluated fluorescence lifetimes are 
identical for both N2 and CO2 as collider species. From room temperature up to 950 K a 
strong reduction in fluorescence lifetimes, and thus the fluorescence quantum yield is 
observed. This reduction follows the prediction of the Koban model (solid line in Figure 
29) obtained from time-integrated LIF intensities. 
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Figure 29: Effective fluorescence lifetimes of toluene as a function of temperature in 1 bar N2 
(black squares) and CO2 (red circles), respectively. Solid line: Relative fluorescence 
quantum yield calculated from the phenomenological model of Koban et al. [29]. 
The almost constant lifetimes seen for temperatures larger than 900 K may be explained 
with the limited temporal resolution of the detection system and the convolute-and-
compare algorithm. Note, that at such high temperatures there is some concern about 
the onset of thermal decomposition of toluene within the residence time in the cell. 
Chapter 5.2 will deal with this topic in more detail. 
In the past the influence of total pressure on the toluene fluorescence quantum yield has 
been neglected [8, 47, 49] leading to inaccurate analysis of, e.g., in-cylinder measure-
ments [21]. Only recently a quenching effect with pressure in N2 was reported by Rossow 
[31] for time-integrated signal intensities determined at 450 and 700 K, validating the 
presented lifetime measurements of toluene at elevated pressures (cf., Figure 30). When 
normalising Rossow’s data with the respective lifetimes at 1 bar from measurements of 
this work at the nearest measured temperatures, they show good agreement (cf., Figure 
30). Compared with N2, in CO2 (not shown), the quenching effect is slightly more pro-
nounced (by about 5%). A comparison with the model of Koban et al. is not possible be-
cause this model does not include the effect of total pressure. Therefore, in the present 
work Koban’s model was extended to also cover the behaviour at higher pressures in N2 
(see later). The results of this modified model are included in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30: Effective fluorescence lifetimes of toluene in N2 (symbols) as a function of total pres-
sure at various temperatures.  For comparison, normalised signal intensity values 
from Rossow [31] are included (cross symbols). Lines are from the modified Koban 
quantum yield model. See text for details. 
The decrease in the effective fluorescence lifetimes of toluene (cf., Figure 30) with in-
creasing pressure is in contrast to pressure effects known from, e.g., ketones (e.g., [85, 
88]) and naphthalene (e.g., [71]). This finding is traced back in literature to the fact that 
upon 266 nm excitation, toluene is excited in the vicinity (~580 cm−1 at 300 K) of the 0–0 
electronic transition. Such close to the S1 origin the stabilisation effect of collisions with 
the bath gas is inverted into a destabilisation effect. This was interpreted as a so-called 
photo-induced cooling effect of the excited-state vibrational distribution initially pre-
pared by the excitation process. Subsequently, collisional heating by the bath gas follows 
[65, 164], which transforms population into higher lying vibrational levels undergoing 
faster non-radiative deactivation. This pressure destabilisation effect is also found for 
other aromatic species when excited near the vibrationless S1–S0 transition by photon 
absorption, e.g., anthracene excited at 365 nm [165] (cf., section 3.2).  
With respect to excited state energy transfer and relaxation, in previous literature for 
toluene [58] a so-called “third decay channel” is discussed if a certain amount 
(~2150 cm-1) of excess energy is reached in the S1 state. For benzene, this third decay 
channel opens up because of enhanced internal conversion due to nonadiabatic transi-
tions via conical intersections [68, 166]. It is easy to imagine that for toluene similar 
processes occur [31, 58]. This additional loss channel also causes the appearance of a 
second lifetime component in the fluorescence decay curves, e.g., when at room tempera-
ture excitation is accomplished with wavelengths shorter than 250 nm. In addition to the 
typical fluorescence lifetimes measured in the present work, Zimmermann et al. found a 
short lifetime component when excitation of toluene is performed at 248 nm at room 
temperature [55]. Alternatively, for 266 nm excitation this deactivation channel is 
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opened for temperatures higher than ~480 K. At temperatures above ~500 K the toluene 
decay curves can be fitted equally well using double-exponential decays. However, the 
fast decay component in toluene fluorescence has a low amplitude making meaningful 
data evaluation difficult. 
 
Influence of molecular oxygen 
The shape of the toluene fluorescence spectrum (cf., Figure 28) does not change with in-
creasing amounts of O2 present. This finding is in accord with Koban et al. [29] and Ros-
sow [31] who found that upon 266 nm excitation no spectral shift occurs with either in-
creasing O2 partial pressure or total pressure for all bath gases investigated. 
Molecular oxygen is a strong fluorescence quencher of the S1 state in toluene [7, 29]. 
Figure 31 shows the significant influence of O2 on the effective fluorescence lifetime. At 
room temperature the fluorescence lifetime is reduced with increased O2 partial pres-
sure, with this trend decreasing at higher temperatures. The measurements cover a 
range of temperatures and O2 partial pressures between pure N2 and air at 1 bar total 
pressure. The fluorescence lifetime in air at room temperature of 0.63±0.05 ns is in good 
agreement with measurements of Ehn et al. [60] of 0.65 ns. The decreasing quenching 
efficiency of O2 with increasing temperature has also been observed by Koban et al. [29] 
and by Rossow [31] after excitation with 266 nm when determining relative fluorescence 
quantum yields from time- and wavelength-integrated toluene fluorescence spectra. 
Again, the measurements are in good agreement with the model of Koban (solid lines in 
Figure 31) even in the presence of O2 without any correction. 
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Figure 31: Effective fluorescence lifetimes of toluene diluted in N2 as a function of O2 partial 
pressure at 1 bar total pressure and for various temperatures. Solid lines: Lifetimes 
calculated from the phenomenological model of Koban et al. [29]. 
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Figure 32 shows effective fluorescence lifetimes of toluene in air (symbols) as a function 
of temperature for pressures from 1 to 10 bar. Due to the high O2 partial pressures, fluo-
rescence lifetimes are much shorter than in N2 (cf., Figure 31). For constant temperature 
the fluorescence lifetime decreases with increasing air pressure, more significantly at 
lower temperatures. The effect of O2, however, saturates at a partial pressure of pO2 of 
around 2 bar. For 1 bar total pressure, the increase of the fluorescence lifetime in air 
with increasing temperature up to 450 K was also observed by Koban et al. [29]. The 
increase is due to the decreasing O2 number density with increasing temperature and 
thus a decreased collision rate. At higher temperatures the temperature effect dominates 
the quenching effect and thus the lifetime decreases. The temperature drop-off is shifted 
to higher temperatures with increasing pressure due to increased quenching by the 
higher O2 concentrations. For comparison, predictions from the Koban model [29] are 
included in Figure 32 (solid lines) by normalising for each pressure to the respective 
measured lifetimes at room temperature. The model shows large deviations at total 
pressures higher than 1 bar, especially at higher temperatures above 500 K. It needs to 
be emphasised here that the model does not handle effects of total pressure. 
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Figure 32: Effective fluorescence lifetimes of toluene as a function of temperature at various air 
pressures. Solid lines: Relative fluorescence quantum yield calculated from the Koban 
model [29], normalised to the respective values at room temperature. 
As temporally-integrated fluorescence intensities of toluene show Stern-Volmer behav-
iour [29, 31], according to eq. (20) this should also apply to the measured effective fluo-
rescence lifetimes. To validate this, Stern-Volmer coefficients were determined from data 
taken at atmospheric pressure for varying O2 partial pressures and several temperatures 
(cf., Figure 31 and Figure 33, left panel). The temperature-dependent Stern-Volmer coef-
ficients for quenching of toluene by O2 are depicted in Figure 33 (right panel, filled 
squares) together with values from Koban et al. [29] and Rossow [31]. There is overall 
agreement, especially with the values of Koban et al., while up to 550 K the Stern-
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Volmer coefficients of Rossow are systematically higher by about 30%. Shifting his data 
by about 25 K towards lower temperatures brings the values in agreement with our 
data. As our coefficients and the ones from Koban et al. follow the same single-
exponential trend (solid curve in Figure 33, right panel) and are close to each other 
within their combined measurement uncertainty we conclude that it is more likely that 
the values of Rossow are too high than that both the values of this thesis and Koban’s 
values are too low. 
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Figure 33: Stern-Volmer plots of toluene fluorescence quenched by O2 for selected temperatures 
(left panel). Stern-Volmer coefficients (right panel) for toluene at various tempera-
tures for 1 bar total pressure. Values of this work (filled squares) are compared to 
values by Koban et al. (open circles) [29] and Rossow (plus symbols) [31]. The line is a 
mono-exponential fit to the data from this work. 
 
Model improvement 
One simplification made in Koban’s fluorescence model [29] is the neglect of the effect of 
total pressure on the relative fluorescence quantum yield. The presented measurements 
have shown that the effective fluorescence lifetime also depends on total pressure (cf., 
Figure 30). Using these data it is possible to expand the model by introducing an addi-
tional multiplicative pressure-dependent factor as shown in Eq. (30).  
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with ptot as the total pressure in bar. To obtain the necessary fitting coefficients B1, B2, 
and B3 the last term in Eq. 30 was fitted to the pressure-dependent data in Figure 30, 
normalised to their value at 1 bar for each temperature. The temperature dependence of 
the coefficients B1, B2, and B3 are then given by the fitting polynomials in Table 5, all 
other parameters in Eq. 30 do not change and can be found in [29], but for sake of com-
pleteness they are added in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Fitting coefficients to model the effective fluorescence lifetime, i.e., the relative fluo-
rescence quantum yield as a function of temperature, pressure (multiplier in Eq. 30), 
and O2 number density of toluene after 266 nm excitation. Temperature T is in K. 
Parameter Expression 
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A comparison of calculated fluorescence lifetimes with the experimental data is pre-
sented in Figure 30 (solid lines) showing overall good agreement. At atmospheric pres-
sure the model is reduced to Koban’s model equation. 
Note that these modifications are only valid for the conditions of the present experi-
ments, i.e., 266 nm excitation, temperatures between room temperature and 950 K, and 
for total pressures ranging from 1 to 10 bar. Additional quenching effects that occur in 
the presence of O2 (cf. Figure 32) at pressures above atmospheric are not covered by Eq. 
30. Effects including O2 quenching at elevated pressures would cause much more model-
ling effort. It will be part of future work to model toluene fluorescence quantum yield 
with a step-ladder type model to cover all observable aspects with physically based 
model parameters. 
 
5.1.2 Naphthalene 
The naphthalene fluorescence intensity was investigated as a function of laser fluence to 
determine the limits of the linear regime, which was found to be 35 mJ/cm2 at 373 K 
[137]. At 374 K the naphthalene partial pressure was fixed at 0.4 mbar. At higher tem-
peratures the partial pressure was increased to maintain a nearly constant number den-
sity of tracer molecules in the probe volume. In additional measurements it was tested 
that at this number density self-quenching can be neglected [137]. 
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Temperature and pressure dependence in the absence of oxygen 
Figure 34 shows peak-normalised fluorescence spectra of naphthalene diluted in N2, and 
for a range of temperatures at a total pressure of 1 bar. As for toluene, within the meas-
urement accuracy, spectra in CO2 (not shown) exhibit indistinguishable shapes and posi-
tions. At 374 K, fluorescence emission extends from roughly 305 to 400 nm with a maxi-
mum at around 335 nm. For naphthalene, the red-shift of the emission spectrum with 
increasing temperature (5 nm per 100 K) is more pronounced than for toluene. Again, 
the tail on the long wavelength side of the spectrum becomes stronger relative to the 
peak emission. Regarding peak position and half width these results are consistent with 
other work [13, 20, 71]. Orain et al. [71], however, report a different fine structure of the 
emission peak, where the first peak is larger than the second, whereas in this thesis, and 
also reported by Kaiser and Long [20], the second vibrational peak is the strongest. 
Ossler et al. [13] do not report a fine structure. 
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Figure 34: Peak-normalised fluorescence spectra of naphthalene upon 266 nm excitation at vari-
ous temperatures in 1 bar N2 at a naphthalene number density of ~2×1022 m–3. The 
spectra in CO2 are similar. The arrows indicate the spectral resolution of the detec-
tion system. 
For the fluorescence decay, previous work by Ossler et al. [13] has shown that it can be 
described by two lifetime components, representing two different deactivation channels 
in the excited molecule. They were identified as intersystem crossing (ISC) and internal 
conversion (IC) [66]. While for energies relevant in this thesis ISC is always present as a 
deactivation pathway, the IC channel is activated only when a certain threshold excess 
energy is available in the S1 state vibrational manifold. In contrast to toluene, the 
266 nm excitation in naphthalene already provides enough excess energy at low tem-
peratures (~2500 cm−1 at 374 K) to make that happen [58, 66]. Therefore, double-
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exponential functions were applied when fitting all measured naphthalene fluorescence 
decay profiles of this thesis. 
In Figure 35 the evolution of both components of naphthalene fluorescence lifetimes with 
temperature is shown for N2 pressures between 1 and 10 bar. At temperatures higher 
than 1000 K the limited signal-to-noise ratio of the fluorescence decay profiles prevented 
double-exponential fits from extracting the short lifetime component. The fluorescence 
lifetime decreases by a factor of 370 when temperature increases from 373 to 1123 K, 
i.e., from 104±6 ns down to 0.28±0.05 ns. Noteworthy in Figure 35 is the marked increase 
of the negative slope of the temperature-dependent lifetime decay above about 800 K. 
Compared with results from toluene (cf., Figure 31), for naphthalene the effect of pres-
sure is not only much reduced, but also lifetimes increase instead of decrease with in-
creasing pressure (cf., inset in upper panel of Figure 35), although this trend is almost 
buried within the error limits at temperatures higher than 800 K. This behaviour of 
naphthalene is attributed to faster vibrational relaxation into the lowest vibrational lev-
els of the S1 state due to an increased number of buffer gas collisions, thus increasing the 
chance for fluorescence due to a much reduced intersystem crossing rate out of the low-
est vibrational levels in S1 [31, 71]. At temperatures below 800 K data from this thesis at 
1 bar agree well with results from Ossler et al. [13]. However, at higher temperatures 
lifetimes from this thesis are significantly shorter than those reported by Ossler et al. 
which might be attributed to their quoted temporal resolution of 2.5 ns. In CO2, lifetimes 
at 1 bar (not shown here) are the same as those in N2 within experimental error. At 
higher pressures, lifetimes in CO2 are marginally longer (by about 5%) than in N2. The 
results of a phenomenological model for naphthalene (introduced later) are included in 
Figure 35 for a total pressure of 1 bar. 
Although with much larger experimental error, the short lifetime component shows a 
similar behaviour with temperature. At temperatures up to 600 K the lifetime nearly 
stays constant at around 7±1 ns, while at higher temperatures it decreases to 0.6±0.2 ns 
at 923 K. Within the error limits a pressure effect could not be observed. The values at 
1 bar total pressure are consistent with those of Ossler et al. [13], while at temperatures 
beyond 800 K our lifetimes are smaller by about a factor of 2. 
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Figure 35: Effective fluorescence lifetimes of naphthalene as a function of temperature for sev-
eral total pressures in N2. Upper panel: Long lifetime component, lower panel: Short 
lifetime component. Comparison is made to literature data from Ossler et al. [167] 
(crosses). Inset in the upper panel: Long lifetime component vs. total pressure of N2 
for two temperatures. The long lifetime component at 1 bar is compared to calculated 
values from the model presented below. 
In contrast to toluene, excitation of naphthalene with 266 nm radiation deposits energy 
far above (~6000 cm–1 at 400 K) its S1 0–0 band origin. Therefore, collisions cause stabili-
sation of population in S1 due to vibrational relaxation, and thus an increase of the fluo-
rescence lifetime with increasing pressure. This stabilisation effect was first described 
for naphthalene by Beddard et al. [168] theoretically and proven experimentally. 
For naphthalene, a similar “third-decay-channel” as known from toluene and benzene is 
reported at a threshold of 10,000 cm–1 [169]. When exciting beyond this threshold the 
non-radiative decay rate increases rapidly. When exciting with 266 nm radiation, this 
energy corresponds to a temperature of about 750 K. This may explain the change in 
logarithmic slope in Figure 35 for the long lifetime component and the beginning de-
crease in the short lifetime component at around 800 K. The explanation is that the non-
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radiative processes are enhanced above this limit and thus the lifetime is shortened 
“faster” than below. 
In contrast to toluene, the short lifetime component in naphthalene cannot be explained 
by this third-decay-channel because it is present already at energies where this deactiva-
tion channel is not yet available. One reason found in literature is fluorescence from 
higher excited states, such as S2 [13] competing with vibrational relaxation to the S1 
state. Satisfactory explanations, however, have not been published yet. 
 
Influence of molecular oxygen 
In contrast to the emission spectrum of toluene (with 266 nm excitation), which is unaf-
fected by O2, the fluorescence spectrum of naphthalene shows a significant red-shift with 
increasing O2 partial pressure (cf., Figure 36). While the shift is pronounced for low O2 
partial pressures it seems to saturate for O2 pressures larger than 100 mbar. This oxy-
gen-dependent red-shift occurs in addition to the temperature-dependent red-shift and is 
visible for all temperatures with similar amplitude. These observations are consistent 
with the work of Orain et al. [71] and Kaiser and Long [20]. 
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Figure 36: Peak-normalised fluorescence spectra of naphthalene upon 266 nm excitation as a 
function of O2 partial pressure at 373 K and 1 bar total pressure. 
In air the effect of temperature on the fluorescence lifetime (cf., Figure 37) is quite dif-
ferent from the behaviour in N2 (cf., Figure 35): For constant temperature, increased air 
pressure causes a strong decrease of fluorescence lifetime due to increased O2 number 
density. The quenching effect for naphthalene is stronger than for toluene (cf., Figure 
32): For naphthalene the average decrease ranges from about 1.1 ns at 1 bar to about 
0.05 ns at 10 bar, while for toluene these values change from 0.7 ns to 0.09 ns in the 
same pressure interval. For each air pressure the fluorescence lifetime is almost tem-
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perature independent in the range from 373 to 700 K, followed by a stronger decrease, 
until naphthalene undergoes oxidation reactions at around 875 K. This behaviour is 
similar to that reported by Orain et al., who also found such a plateau region for the 
time-integrated spectral intensities at 1 bar total pressure [71]. For air pressures above 
2 bar the range where the lifetime is constant (within experimental error) is extended to 
even higher temperatures. For the present conditions the amplitude of the short lifetime 
component is too small to be determined with sufficient accuracy. 
The measurements show that for naphthalene, quenching by O2 almost dominates over 
the temperature effect – in contrast to toluene, where a pronounced temperature effect is 
still present in air up to a pressure of about 8 bar (cf. Figure 32). Therefore, these results 
support the conclusion of Kaiser et al. [20] that naphthalene should be a suitable tracer 
for fuel/air-ratio measurements. Figure 37 also displays calculated lifetimes for various 
total air pressures, normalised to the respective value at 373 K, using a phenomenologi-
cal fitting function described below.  
The lifetimes at the highest temperature of 875 K decrease more strongly than suggested 
by the trend seen at lower temperatures. This discrepancy is attributed to the onset of 
naphthalene oxidation in the gas flow which makes it uncertain as to whether signals 
originate from naphthalene and/or from pyrolysis and oxidation products, probably hav-
ing shorter lifetimes than the parent molecule. 
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Figure 37: Effective fluorescence lifetimes of naphthalene as a function of temperature for sev-
eral air pressures. Lines are lifetimes calculated from a fitting function introduced 
below, normalised to the respective value at 373 K. 
Collisional quenching of naphthalene by O2 was also investigated at various tempera-
tures by varying the O2 partial pressure at a total pressure of 1 bar. From previous work 
it is known that collisional quenching of naphthalene by O2 follows Stern-Volmer behav-
iour [20, 71], cf. eq. (20) and Figure 38 (left panel). As shown in Figure 38 (right panel) 
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the resulting coefficients (filled red triangles and fitted exponential) are systematically 
lower and show a somewhat larger slope than the results by Orain et al. [71] within the 
overlapping temperature range. The result from Kaiser and Long at 500 K (red open 
diamond) is lower by 40% relative to the value of the fit function [20]. The Stern-Volmer 
coefficients for naphthalene are larger than those of toluene, indicating higher fluores-
cence quenching efficiency in collisions with O2. This also supports the result presented 
above that in air naphthalene fluorescence lifetimes are nearly unaffected by tempera-
ture. 
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Figure 38: Stern-Volmer plots of naphthalene fluorescence quenched by O2 for selected tempera-
tures (left panel). Stern-Volmer coefficients (right panel) for toluene and naphthalene 
at various temperatures for 1 bar total pressure. Values of this work (filled black 
squares and red triangles) compared to values for toluene (cf., Figure 33) by Koban et 
al. (open black circles) [29] and Rossow (black plus symbols) [31], and for naphthalene 
by Orain et al. (red crosses) [71] and Kaiser and Long (open red diamond) [20]. Lines 
are mono-exponential fits to the data. 
 
Phenomenological model for naphthalene 
The model presented below for naphthalene is a functional fit to experimental data. The 
short lifetime component is low in amplitude and not evaluable in air. Therefore, for 
simplification the presented model functions are applied only for the long lifetime com-
ponents. When comparing to (relative) quantum yield data, additional deviations may 
occur due to this simplification. 
The model equation (eq. 31) consists of three terms (enclosed in square brackets): The 
first term describes the temperature dependence of the relative naphthalene fluores-
cence quantum yield rel at 1 bar in pure N2. The second term represents the pressure 
dependence in N2 bath in the absence of O2 which equals unity at 1 bar total pressure. 
The third term describes O2 quenching by a Stern-Volmer relationship, where the tem-
perature dependence is derived from the exponential fit in Figure 38. 
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(31) 
Table 6 lists the respective model parameters. Fluorescence lifetimes can be calculated 
by multiplying rel with a constant factor of 104 ns, as shown in the last row of Table 6. 
Table 6: Fitting coefficients and polynomials used in the functional form of Eq. 31 for model-
ling the effective fluorescence lifetime of naphthalene upon 266 nm excitation as a 
function of temperature, O2 partial pressure and total pressure in N2. Temperature T 
is in K, total pressure p and O2 partial pressure pO2 in bar. 
Parameter Value 
A1 310381.6   
A2 6376  
A3 6.850  
A4 424  
B1(T) T 00117.000704.0  
B2(T) 00376.0)3.732(101
943.5
059.1


T
 
B3(T) 01019.0)8.531(101
5056.0
156.1


T
 
kSV(T) 77.13
161
exp4644 






T
 
eff relns 104  
 
This model function is valid from 373 up to 1100 K without O2, and up to 900 K in the 
presence of O2. Model results are compared with the temperature dependence of the data 
in N2 at 1 bar in Figure 35, and with the temperature dependence in air at various total 
pressures in Figure 37, respectively. At air pressures above 1 bar the agreement between 
experimental data and model predictions is reduced, especially since the modelled life-
times evolve through a shallow maximum with increasing temperature, which is not 
seen in the data. As these functions are derived from data at 1 bar total pressure, differ-
ences at elevated pressures might occur due to photo-physical effects not covered by this 
simple approach. 
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5.1.3 Anisole 
In this section the properties of fluorescence spectra and effective fluorescence lifetimes 
of anisole are presented in the range 296 up to 977 K in N2 and at total pressures be-
tween 1 and 10 bar. At temperatures beyond 1000 K, significant pyrolysis takes place. 
The measurements are completed by studying the effect of O2 on the fluorescence emis-
sion in N2 with varying amounts of O2 at 1 bar total pressure. As in air the mixture ig-
nites at high temperature, the maximum temperature was limited to 775 K. 
The effect of laser fluence on the fluorescence lifetime of anisole vapour was investigated 
to determine the limits of the linear regime (cf., Figure 39, left panel), which was found 
to be 33 mJ/cm2 at 296 K. The anisole number density was held nearly constant at 
5×1022 m–3 for all temperatures, corresponding to a partial pressure of 2 mbar at 296 K. 
In additional measurements it was tested that at this number density self-quenching can 
be neglected (cf., Figure 39, right panel). 
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Figure 39: Anisole fluorescence lifetime vs. laser fluence (left panel) and anisole number density 
(right panel). The limit of the linear regime was defined for a laser fluence of 
33 mJ/cm2, anisole self-quenching can be neglected for all investigated number densi-
ties. 
 
Temperature and pressure dependence in the absence of oxygen 
Figure 40 shows the variation with temperature of anisole fluorescence spectra in 1 bar 
N2 normalised to their respective peak intensities. At room temperature, emission ex-
tends from roughly 270 to 360 nm with a maximum close to 290 nm. Within the spectral 
resolution of about 3 nm no fine structure is observed, even at low temperatures, and the 
spectral shape does not change with increasing pressure. The peak maximum shifts by 
about 3 nm to the red per 100 K temperature increase and the signal in the long-
wavelength tail becomes stronger resulting in an increased FWHM (cf., Figure 41). The 
spectral shift was defined as the shift of the 50% (relative to the peak) intensity point in 
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the long wavelength tail of the spectrum, since the shift of the peak position cannot be 
accurately determined because of variations in the relative peak maxima with increasing 
temperature. The spectrum at room temperature is in good agreement with the result of 
Hirasawa et al. for anisole vapour at room temperature upon 266 nm excitation [19] 
when comparing the peak position (292 nm) and the FWHM (32 nm) with our values of 
292 nm and 30 nm, respectively. 
At temperatures above 850 K the spectra change their shape which is attributed to pyro-
lysis (cf., Figure 40). One possible explanation is that at higher temperatures both ani-
sole and its pyrolysis products in the probe volume are excited by the laser radiation and 
their respective fluorescence spectra overlap in the imaged wavelength region. The sig-
nal intensity of fluorescence from these pyrolysis products is low, in the same order of 
magnitude as the anisole signal at 775 K. It is assumed that the spectrum at 977 K is 
dominated by the presence of pyrolysis products in the probe volume after partial or 
complete decomposition of anisole, resulting in a significant increase in spectral red-shift 
and FWHM (cf., Figure 41), but the signal intensity stays constant at the mentioned low 
level. For detailed discussion about the thermal decomposition of anisole and its initial 
pyrolysis product, the phenoxy radical, see [170] and references therein. 
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Figure 40: Peak-normalised fluorescence spectra of anisole at various temperatures in 1 bar N2 
with 5×1022 m−3 anisole. For comparison a toluene LIF spectrum (in 1 bar N2 at 
296 K) is also shown. 
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Figure 41: Spectral shift (black squares) and FWHM (red circles) of anisole fluorescence spec-
trum vs. temperature in 1 bar N2. The spectral position is defined as the wavelength 
of the 50% intensity drop in the red tail of the spectrum, see text. 
The present work has shown that with 266 nm excitation the fluorescence spectrum of 
anisole at room temperature is red-shifted by 10–15 nm with respect to that of toluene. 
This is attributed to the smaller energy gap between the S0 and S1 states defined by the 
size and the electron density of the aromatic -system. Generally, when the size of the -
system increases in aromatic species, the fluorescence emission is red-shifted [7]. When 
changing from toluene to anisole, the number of aromatic rings does not change. How-
ever, on the one hand, the methoxy group is a strong electron donor and thus increases 
the electron density in the aromatic ring [80]. On the other hand the -system is 
enlarged by the lone pairs of the methoxy group and thus the –* transition is shifted 
to lower energies [171]. Both effects will contribute to the observed spectral shift in com-
parison to the emission spectrum of toluene. 
The results in Figure 40 suggest that anisole would be a suitable tracer for two-colour 
temperature imaging in typical LIF applications as demonstrated previously for toluene 
(e.g., [22]). When regarding the increased spectral shift with temperature compared to 
toluene the sensitivity is expected to be increased. Together with the increased signal 
strength new diagnostic strategies might open up. 
Figure 42 shows effective fluorescence lifetimes of anisole as a function of temperature 
for several pressures in N2. In the investigated temperature range the lifetime decreases 
from 13.3±0.5 ns at 296 K to 0.05±0.01 ns at 875 K, with an increasing slope at higher 
temperatures. In N2 the influence of the total pressure is small at low temperature, but 
it increases with temperature up to around 600 K. In total, the pressure influence is 
lower than observed for toluene.  
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At room temperature, the effective fluorescence lifetime of vapour-phase anisole of 
13.3 ns is almost pressure independent and thus fits well to the value for anisole dis-
solved in liquid cyclohexane, reported as 11.1 ns [80]. For anisole, a biexponential fluo-
rescence decay was observed already at room temperature while for toluene a second 
lifetime component is observed only at temperatures above 500 K for the same excitation 
wavelength [58]. The fast decay component, however, has a small amplitude for all tem-
peratures making meaningful data evaluation impossible. 
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Figure 42: Effective fluorescence lifetimes of anisole in N2 as a function of temperature for vari-
ous pressures.  
The decrease in fluorescence lifetime of anisole with increasing pressure (present but 
less pronounced than for toluene) is in contrast to the pressure effects known from, e.g., 
ketones [30, 88] and naphthalene ([71] and this work). This phenomenon can be ex-
plained by the fact that – similar as for toluene – with 266 nm photons anisole is excited 
close to the 0–0 band gap [31] (~1600 cm–1 at 300 K), which means that vibronic levels 
populated in the S1 state after photon absorption are located below the thermalisation 
level. In this case, bath-gas collisions lead to a “destabilisation”, such that population is 
transferred into higher lying vibrational levels of S1, where faster IC and ISC processes 
reduce the probability for fluorescence emission, thus reducing the fluorescence quantum 
yield. In the literature (cf., chapter 3.2) this is interpreted as “photo-induced cooling” of 
the excited state vibrational distribution, followed by collisional heating via bath-gas 
collisions [65, 164]. This pressure destabilisation effect is also found for other aromatic 
species when excited near the vibrationless S1–S0 transition, e.g., anthracene excited at 
365 nm [165]. In contrast to toluene the destabilisation effect in anisole is less pro-
nounced, leading to a reduced pressure sensitivity of fluorescence intensities or lifetimes. 
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Oxygen quenching 
In contrast to toluene, where the O2 partial pressure does not influence the spectral 
shape after 266 nm excitation (e.g., [29, 31] and this work), Figure 43 shows a red shift of 
the anisole LIF spectra with increasing O2 partial pressure. The FWHM is nearly unaf-
fected by O2. The red shift is large at low O2 partial pressures and it saturates at around 
100 mbar O2 (cf. Figure 44). The overall red shift is about 5 nm at 296 K when changing 
from pure N2 to air as bath gas. The spectral shift as defined in this work does not de-
pend on temperature up to about 600 K. At higher temperatures the red-shift is less 
pronounced. 
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Figure 43: Peak-normalised fluorescence spectra of anisole diluted in N2/O2 mixtures for various 
O2 partial pressures at 1 bar total pressure and 296 K. 
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Figure 44: Spectral shift of anisole fluorescence spectrum vs. O2 partial pressure for several 
temperatures at 1 bar total pressure. As in Figure 41, the spectral position is defined 
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as the wavelength of the 50% intensity drop in the long-wavelength tail of the fluo-
rescence spectrum. 
Molecular oxygen is a strong fluorescence quencher of the S1 state in aromatic molecules 
and thus, also for anisole. Figure 45 shows how O2 affects the effective fluorescence life-
time of anisole. At room temperature the fluorescence lifetime in air is reduced to 
0.40±0.02 ns (compared to 13.3±0.5 ns in N2). The effect of O2 quenching decreases with 
increasing temperature, which is in line with the observations made for toluene and 
naphthalene (e.g., [20, 29, 31] and this work). In the presence of O2, with increasing 
temperature the anisole fluorescence lifetime shows a weak increase at low tempera-
tures due to the decreasing O2 collision rates before the lifetime-reducing effect of in-
creased temperature dominates (inset in Figure 45). At 775 K, the course of the lifetime 
with O2 partial pressure differs from that at lower temperatures which is attributed to 
ignition of the mixture (the auto ignition temperature of anisole is about 750 K). 
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Figure 45: Effective fluorescence lifetimes of anisole diluted in N2/O2 mixtures as a function of 
O2 partial pressure at 1 bar total pressure and for various temperatures. Inset: Fluo-
rescence lifetimes of anisole as a function of temperature in air at 1 bar total pres-
sure. 
From the dependence of effective fluorescence lifetimes on the O2 concentration (cf., 
Figure 46, left panel), temperature-dependent Stern-Volmer coefficients (cf., section 3) 
were derived and are presented in Figure 46 (right panel), together with those of toluene 
and naphthalene from this work and from Koban et al. [29] and Rossow [31] for toluene 
and from Orain et al. [71] and Kaiser and Long [20] for naphthalene. The comparison 
shows that the O2 quenching is less effective by about one order of magnitude for anisole 
compared to naphthalene, but of the same order as that of toluene over the entire tem-
perature range. On the other hand, the temperature sensitivity of the Stern-Volmer coef-
ficient is almost the same as that of naphthalene but somewhat smaller than that of 
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toluene. This leads to the result that for 300–450 K toluene is more efficiently quenched 
by O2 than anisole, whereas above 500 K this order is slightly reversed.  
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Figure 46: Stern-Volmer plots of anisole fluorescence quenched by O2 for selected temperatures 
(left panel). Stern-Volmer coefficients (right panel) for anisole (black), toluene (red), 
and naphthalene (green) at various temperatures for 1 bar total pressure. Values for 
anisole of this work (solid black squares) are compared to results from this work and 
for toluene Koban et al. (red open stars [29]), and Rossow (red crosses [31]), and for 
naphthalene by Orain et al. (green crosses [71]), and Kaiser and Long (green open 
diamond [20]). 
Additionally, after 266 nm excitation and in the presence of O2, anisole behaves similar 
to toluene excited at 248 nm, i.e., a red-shift of the fluorescence spectrum occurs with 
increasing O2 partial pressure [29]. Therefore, for constant temperature environments 
and for 266 nm excitation the sensitivity of anisole towards O2 could be used for O2-
concentration measurements via two-colour LIF imaging, as was shown previously for 
toluene upon 248 nm excitation [54]. The sensitivity, however, would be slightly reduced 
compared with toluene due to the reduced red-shift, but the applicability of 266 nm exci-
tation can be advantageous. Imaging of O2 concentrations based on fluorescence lifetimes 
has been demonstrated for toluene [138]. Hence, it is easy to imagine that this procedure 
is adaptable for anisole to determine O2 concentrations or temperatures. 
 
Phenomenological model for anisole 
For practical applications of tracer-LIF diagnostics under variable environmental condi-
tions of pressure, temperature and O2 partial pressure it is desirable to evaluate effective 
fluorescence quantum yields from a physical model or using analytical functions. Here, 
an empirical mathematical model was fitted to the obtained experimental fluorescence 
lifetime data. The model equation (eq. 32) consists of three terms (in square brackets) 
and calculates a relative fluorescence quantum yield, rel, which equals unity at 1 bar in 
N2 at 296 K. The first term describes the temperature dependence of the relative anisole 
fluorescence quantum yield at 1 bar in N2. The second term represents the pressure de-
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pendence in N2 in the absence of O2. The third term describes the effect of O2 on the 
quantum yield with a Stern-Volmer relationship. This functional dependence therefore is 
of the same form as the one for naphthalene (see above). 
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 (32) 
The respective parameters in the model function are listed in Table 7. Fluorescence life-
times can be calculated by multiplying rel with a constant factor of 13.3 ns, as shown in 
Table 7, last row. 
Table 7: Fitting coefficients and polynomials used in the fit-expression (eq. 32) reproducing 
measured effective fluorescence lifetimes, i.e., the relative fluorescence quantum 
yield, of anisole, when excited with 266 nm radiation as a function of temperature, O2 
partial pressure, and total pressure. Temperature T is in K, total pressure p and O2 
partial pressure pO2 are in bar. 
Parameter Value / expression 
A1 0196.0  
A2 1548  
A3 8.607  
A4 79.58  
B1(T) 
261070.500777.094.1 TT   
B2(T) 
251026.40471.042.6 TT   
B3(T) 235.0
261
exp64.2 






T
 
kSV(T) 85.7
140
exp1180 






T
 
eff ns3.13rel
 
 
The model is validated for environments with a O2 partial pressure up to 210 mbar from 
room temperature to 750 K. For N2 atmospheres at 1 bar the model is valid up to 850 K. 
For higher pressures of N2 the range of validity is limited to 750 K because at higher 
temperatures calculated values differ by more than twice the error limits from the 
measured data. 
Figure 47 shows the comparison between the fitting functions (lines) and experimental 
data (symbols) as a function of temperature for three pressures in N2. Within the scatter 
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of the data the overall agreement is very good up to about 750 K for all pressures. For 
1 bar even up to 850 K, while at higher temperature deviations occur. 
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Figure 47: Measured effective fluorescence lifetimes (symbols) of anisole and predictions for 
relative quantum yield and fluorescence lifetimes by Eq. 32 (lines) as a function of 
temperature for three pressures in N2. 
Figure 48 depicts a similar comparison between experimental fluorescence lifetimes 
(symbols) and the model output (solid lines) for several temperatures as a function of O2 
partial pressure and for air as a function of temperature (inset in Figure 48). The agree-
ment is satisfactory.  
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Figure 48: Measured effective fluorescence lifetimes (symbols) of anisole and predictions for 
relative quantum yield and fluorescence lifetimes by Eq. 32 (lines) as a function of O2 
partial pressure at various temperatures at 1 bar total pressure. Inset: Measured 
lifetimes vs. temperature in air at 1 bar compared to the model predictions. 
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It must be emphasised that the fitting model allows the prediction of fluorescence life-
times and relative fluorescence quantum yields within a limited range of conditions rele-
vant for typical tracer LIF applications. It will be subject of forthcoming work to set up a 
photo-physical model for anisole similar to the step-ladder model first introduced by 
Thurber et al. [28] for acetone. This would then take into account the vibrational level-
dependent internal energy flow and relaxation processes after photo-excitation and 
would enable a better prediction of fluorescence intensities and lifetimes for temperature 
and pressure ranges as well as bath gas compositions of interest in future anisole LIF 
applications. 
 
5.1.4 Acetone 
Acetone fluorescence lifetimes were determined at 1 bar total pressure as a function of 
temperature in N2 as bath gas (cf., Figure 49). The lifetime decreases with increasing 
temperature from 1.4±0.1 ns at 296 K down to 0.24±0.06 ns at 925 K. For temperatures 
below 500 K the measured lifetimes are in accord with data from Ossler et al. [107]. At 
temperatures above 950 K the acetone emission spectrum significantly changes its shape 
showing evidence of acetone pyrolysis. Chapter 5.2 will deal with this topic. 
The measured lifetimes were compared to existing fluorescence models. The first photo-
physics model for acetone was described by Thurber [28]. After normalising the calcu-
lated fluorescence quantum yields from these models with the measured lifetime at room 
temperature, the model function is plotted in Figure 49 as solid line. The measured life-
time values are satisfactorily described by the model up to 500 K, however, they are sig-
nificantly smaller at temperatures above 550 K. Thurber’s model was later applied to 
3-pentanone, and the most recent modification by Cheung and Hanson [85] was made for 
this 3-pentanone model. As the modelled and measured lifetime values differ signifi-
cantly from each other it was one idea to check if an improved model might solve this 
discrepancy. Therefore, parameters for acetone from Thurber were used with these most 
recent modifications to model acetone fluorescence quantum yield (cf., Figure 49). Both 
model functions follow the same trend, but do not reflect the evolution of the measured 
fluorescence lifetime at temperature above 550 K. 
One reason for these deviations might be that – as outlined in chapter 2.2.3 – acetone 
partly decomposes upon illumination at 266 nm. Especially with picosecond laser excita-
tion and the corresponding high photon density this may enhance the decomposition and 
hence influence the fluorescence properties. Though the spectrum is not affected, the 
fluorescence lifetime might be shortened. In the case of the experiments of Ossler et al. 
[107] (cf., Figure 49) this effect could be overcompensated by the low temporal resolution 
of their detection system. 
Satisfactory explanations for this discrepancy, however, are not available yet. 
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Figure 49: Effective fluorescence lifetimes of acetone as a function of temperature in 1 bar N2 
(solid symbols). Fluorescence lifetimes reported by Ossler et al. [107] are added as 
open symbols. Lines are lifetimes calculated from the original fluorescence yield 
model presented by Thurber et al. [28] and the modified model from Cheung and 
Hanson [85]. See text for details. 
 
5.1.5 3-Pentanone 
3-Pentanone fluorescence lifetimes were determined at 1 bar total pressure as a function 
of temperature in N2, CO2, and air as bath gases (cf., Figure 50). The lifetime decreases 
with increasing temperature from 2.6±0.1 ns at 296 K down to 0.15±0.02 ns at 925 K 
which indicates a higher sensitivity with respect to temperature than acetone. At this 
pressure the influence of the bath gas can be neglected within the error limits, which is 
in accord with previous data of the quantum yield [85, 172]. For temperatures below 
500 K the measured lifetimes are in accord with literature values from Ossler et al. 
[107]. At temperatures above 975 K in N2 and CO2 the 3-pentanone fluorescence spec-
trum changes shape and new peaks appear indicating that 3-pentanone is partly or fully 
decomposed. Chapter 5.2 will deal with this topic. In air, the upper temperature limit is 
at 775 K due to mixture ignition under the experimental conditions of this thesis. 
The latest version of the step-ladder fluorescence model presented by Cheung and Han-
son [85] for modelling the quantum yield of 3-pentanone was applied to the present life-
time measurements. As shown in Figure 50 the measured lifetime values show satisfac-
tory agreement with the model predictions. Model predictions for measurements in air 
are very slightly smaller than the ones in N2 and thus not shown in Figure 50. The pre-
sented measurements correctly reflect this trend as they are in a similar way slightly 
smaller than the measured lifetimes in N2. 
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Figure 50: Effective fluorescence lifetimes of 3-pentanone as a function of temperature for dif-
ferent buffer gases at 1 bar total pressure (closed symbols). Fluorescence lifetimes re-
ported by Ossler et al. [107] are added as open symbols. The line corresponds to life-
times calculated for N2 as bath gas from the fluorescence yield model presented by 
Cheung and Hanson [85]. 
 
5.2 Tracer pyrolysis 
Previous investigations of tracer photophysics were mostly limited in temperature by the 
maximal achievable temperature of the apparatus and not by degradation of the tracer 
molecules themselves. The high achievable temperatures in the present setup together 
with the comparably long residence time in the hot zone in the range of a few seconds 
can cause significant tracer pyrolysis and thus LIF measurements on possibly formed 
intermediate species. 
The diagnostic potential of these pyrolysis products has never been explored in litera-
ture. Measurements in this thesis will help to indicate whether pyrolysis products may 
be suitable indicators for tracer degradation, or intermediate stages of fuel decomposi-
tion. Both “markers” of reaction progress might, however, be strongly dependent on am-
bient conditions. It also should be kept in mind that the typical gas residence times in 
the cell are in the range of a few seconds which is much longer than in many high-
temperature applications such like in IC engines. 
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5.2.1 Ketones 
In the following, the pyrolysis of acetone will be discussed exemplarily. The pyrolysis 
kinetics of 3-pentanone take place along similar routes at slightly higher temperatures 
(about 20–30 K higher) and with a comparable product spectrum [173]. 
Fluorescence spectra were obtained in the cell at temperatures which will lead to appre-
ciable tracer decomposition during the residence time within the heated zone. The resi-
dence time in the hot zone of the cell was varied by changing the flow rate of the carrier 
gas. Thus, deviations in the emission spectra with varying residence time allow to iden-
tify which emitting species is mainly formed at a certain temperature. 
The recorded emission spectrum of acetone begins to change at 976 K. As displayed in 
Figure 51 the spectrum starts to deviate from the known spectral shape of acetone (cf., 
Figure 10) due to disturbances from pyrolysis products exhibiting blue-shifted compo-
nents for the longest explored residence time of 6 s (black curve). Decreasing the resi-
dence time in the hot zone by increasing the volumetric flow rate clearly indicates that at 
this long residence time, pyrolysis reactions have occurred. For the short residence times 
of 3 and 2 s, the typical spectral signature of acetone is the only visible emission. The 
thermal decomposition of acetone has been widely explored. The most recent mechanism 
by Pichon et al. [174] was used to model the pyrolysis using CHEMKIN [175]. Following 
this mechanism the first visible pyrolysis product is assumed to be ketene (H2C=C=O). 
Ketene shows absorption at 266 nm [176] and due to the carbonyl structure it is not 
unlikely that it also fluorescence the wavelength range of 280–380 nm (cf., Figure 51). 
Future work needs to verify if the emission observed here is really caused by ketene. 
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Figure 51: Emission spectra of acetone disturbed by the first visible pyrolysis product around 
350 nm, probably ketene, after 266 nm excitation, at 976 K in 1 bar N2 for three resi-
dence times in the hot zone of the cell. 
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For even higher temperatures (1026 K) the typical acetone emission spectrum completely 
disappears. Only the first detectable pyrolysis product (probably ketene) is visible with 
enlarged intensity compared to the measurement at 976 K. Again the emission intensity 
increases with increasing residence time in the hot zone of the cell meaning that this 
product is generated in-situ while acetone is flowing through the cell. 
A further temperature increase to 1076 K yields a second detectable pyrolysis product, 
again more pronounced for longer residence times in the heated zone (cf., Figure 52) 
combined with a further increase in intensity compared to the lower temperatures. Fol-
lowing the mentioned mechanism by Pichon et al. [174] the second major pyrolysis prod-
uct of acetone occurring at high temperatures is carbon monoxide CO. Absorption of CO, 
however, takes place in vacuum UV at wavelengths below 200 nm. Thus, two-photon 
absorption is normally used to excite CO. For diagnostic purposes, excitation wave-
lengths around 217 nm (e.g., [177]), 230 nm (e.g., [178]), or 280 nm (e.g., [179]) are typi-
cally used. Excitation at 266 nm would be a very unusual wavelength to excite carbon 
monoxide. Chan et al. [180], however, report absorption of CO molecules amongst others 
in the wavelength range 120–140 nm. Therefore two-photon absorption processes with 
266 nm radiation could be possible, especially when – like in this thesis – a picosecond 
laser is used. Validation experiments with only CO in Ar as bath gas, however, yielded 
no visible fluorescence upon 266 nm excitation [181]. Thus, other species are supposed to 
cause the measured spectrum. 
Another species formed under these conditions in significant concentration is the ethynyl 
radical (C2H). Its absorption spectrum is located in the UV and suggests suitable absorp-
tion at 266 nm [182]. Studies dealing with ethynyl fluorescence are not available in lit-
erature. Radicals, however, are typically not stable enough to be present in sufficient 
concentrations over a few seconds. In addition, it must be emphasised that the residence 
time in a shock tube (~1 ms), where the mechanisms is derived from, is about three or-
ders of magnitude smaller than the residence time in the cell of this thesis (few seconds). 
This may cause discrepancies between real and modelled species concentrations. Thus, 
the nature of this second pyrolysis product remains unknown. This species is most likely 
a product of secondary reaction (i.e., not a primary product of pyrolysis, but a reaction 
product formed from primary decomposition species). Future work, for example by 
analysis of the product gas composition with gas chromatography / mass spectrometry 
(GC/MS) must be done to clearly identify the pyrolysis products.  
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Figure 52: Emission spectra of the first pyrolysis product (probably ketene) around 350 nm and 
combined with beginning formation of the second pyrolysis product (or secondary re-
action products) around 450 nm of acetone at 1076 K in 1 bar N2 depending on the 
residence time in the hot zone of the cell. 
When further increasing the gas temperature, the second spectral peak gets even more 
pronounced and the first product begins to disappear. For a temperature of 1202 K (cf., 
Figure 53) this effect is clearly visible as seen in the residence-time-dependent emission 
spectra. For residence times of 1.5 and 3 s the first pyrolysis product (which is assumed 
to be ketene) dominates the spectrum while at 6 s residence time the spectrum is domi-
nated by the second product.  
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Figure 53: Emission spectra of the first (probably ketene) and the second pyrolysis product of 
acetone at 1202 K in 1 bar N2 depending on the residence time in the hot zone of the 
cell. 
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5.2.2 Aromatics 
In contrast to ketones, significant pyrolysis of toluene and naphthalene affects the fluo-
rescence spectrum at much higher temperatures. At temperatures above 1200 K pyroly-
sis products first influence the emission spectrum and hinder the clear detection of the 
parent tracer molecule. 
For anisole, however, the spectrum is only slightly affected (cf., section 5.1.3) und does 
not show any spectral changes with further increasing temperature. The intensity is re-
duced with temperature meaning anisole and its initial pyrolysis product, respectively, 
decompose. Secondary reaction products are not visible upon 266 nm excitation. Thus, 
anisole pyrolysis is not further investigated here. 
 
Toluene 
The mechanism of toluene pyrolysis has been a subject of investigation in several studies 
(cf., [183-184] and references therein). Although absorption spectra in the UV/Vis of sev-
eral intermediates and products are known, none of these studies consider fluorescence 
emission of these species after 266 nm excitation. Very recently, however, Zabeti et al. 
started to measure LIF spectra of these pyrolysis products [181] in a shock tube. Meas-
urements of this thesis using the presented cell arrangement allow an alternative ap-
proach to these pyrolysis species. 
The mean residence time of the gas mixture in the heated section of the cell is in the 
range of a few seconds. Modelling the toluene pyrolysis using CHEMKIN [175] with the 
mechanism presented by Andrae et al. [183] and Zhang et al. [184] revealed that at tem-
peratures higher than 950 K toluene begins to decompose on similar time scales as in the 
presented cell experiments. Although both mechanisms suggest toluene pyrolysis occur-
ring already at temperatures around 1000 K, for the present conditions spectra are af-
fected only above 1200 K (cf., Figure 54). At lower temperatures the concentration is as-
sumed to be too low to detect fluorescence signals. At 1228 K and for residence times of 3 
and 1.5 s “normal” toluene emission is visible with a peak around 320 nm with some ad-
ditional spectral features at around 400 nm and longer wavelengths originating from 
decomposition product(s). At 6 s residence time the toluene signature is completely gone 
and the spectrum only originates from these pyrolysis product(s), which amongst others 
might be ascribed to benzyl radicals. For this long residence time enhanced laser stray 
light is visible, presumably due to soot particles. 
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Figure 54: Emission spectra of toluene, its pyrolysis product(s), and (maybe) secondary reaction 
products at 1228 K in 1 bar N2 depending on the residence time in the heated zone of 
the cell. The clearly visible laser stray light around 266 nm is due to particle forma-
tion. 
Two major initial pyrolysis products of toluene are presented in literature: On the one 
hand the decomposition in phenyl and methyl radicals, on the other hand in benzyl and 
hydrogen radicals. While the latter one is preferentially formed at rather low tempera-
tures, the formation of the first one is in favour at higher temperatures. Both benzyl and 
phenyl, however, show absorption at 266 nm [185-186]. Benzyl radicals are known to 
show fluorescence [187], excitation, however, was in the visible range of light.  
Comparing the reaction times in the measurement cell of this thesis (about a few sec-
onds) to those of a shock tube (typically ~1 ms) where the mechanisms are derived from 
there is concern if the mechanisms can easily be adapted to the presented cell measure-
ments. Radicals are normally too unstable to be present in sufficient concentration over 
a few seconds. Secondary reaction products like, e.g., anthracene or fluorene (or a mix-
ture of them) could also cause fluorescence. Thus, future work must verify which species 
causes the observed spectra. 
 
Naphthalene 
As it can be seen in Figure 55 for the present conditions naphthalene pyrolysis takes 
place at temperatures above 1200 K with products emitting fluorescence red-shifted 
compared to the parent species. Undecomposed naphthalene can be observed at the peak 
and the shoulder, respectively, around 340 nm. In addition it can be observed that two 
peaks emerge at longer wavelengths, one around 380 nm, and the other around 450 nm. 
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Figure 55: Fluorescence spectra of naphthalene and its pyrolysis products at 1228 K in 1 bar 
CO2 depending on the residence time in the hot zone of the cell. 
Naphthalene is an important intermediate in the soot formation process. The initial step 
of naphthalene pyrolysis is the H abstraction and the formation of the naphthyl radical 
[188]. Spectral properties of this species, however, are not known in literature. The 
naphthyl radical exhibits a similar molecular structure as the phenyl radical. Thus, it is 
not unlikely that naphthyl radicals also absorb UV light at 266 nm and show fluores-
cence which in this case is located from about 350 to 550 nm. The double-peak structure 
of the fluorescence spectrum may occur due a vibrational structure in the spectrum or 
due to the fact that in principle two different naphthyl radicals (-naphthyl and -
naphthyl) are formed which may exhibit slightly different fluorescence spectra. In the 
same way as for toluene it is uncertain if radicals can in principle be detected with this 
experiment or if the emission is caused by (a mixture of) secondary reaction products 
like, e.g., pyrene or other higher polycyclic aromatic compounds. 
 
5.3 Imaging applications: Injector experiments 
The investigations in section 5.1 yielded in the conclusion that anisole as a new fluores-
cent tracer shows promising photophysical properties for typical LIF imaging studies. 
Applications of anisole as tracer for LIF imaging, however, are not available in literature 
yet. In previous studies, tracer comparisons were seldom performed. If done, they were 
only based on cell measurements and only on a qualitative way. Rossow compared sev-
eral tracers at 450 K [31], whereas Hirasawa et al. compared several tracers at room 
temperature [19]. Comparing imaging experiments, however, are not available. As clo-
sure of this thesis, anisole was compared to the established tracers toluene, naphthalene, 
and acetone in a simple LIF imaging arrangement to characterise the imaging capabili-
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ties of anisole relative to the other established tracers. All three aromatics were studied 
in both N2 and air as bath gas. Acetone was studied in N2 only because it is known that 
the influence of O2 quenching is minor. This allowed to reduce the number of experi-
ments which turned out to be important because the gaskets in the gas valve were af-
fected by acetone. Results of interest are the signal per molecule, the signal per volume 
that can be reached with a bubbler system and possible deviations in flow structure be-
cause all investigated tracers show differences in boiling point and vapour pressure and 
hence might differ in gas transport properties. 
As experimental configuration a transient gas jet impinging on a flat wall was investi-
gated via tracer-LIF imaging. Originally, the experiment was built to investigate the jet 
impingement on the piston bowl frequently encountered in the leading vaporised fuel jet 
modern Diesel engines [189] under simplified geometric conditions. For this purpose a 
fast-acting Hoerbiger GV 50 gas valve was selected. As the injector is symmetric the jet 
is wilfully not centred onto the camera image, but shifted to the left to allow a larger 
aspect ratio and thus to better visualise the jet structures after colliding with the wall. 
The investigation was performed in collaboration with Martin Goschütz (IVG, University 
of Duisburg-Essen) which is gratefully acknowledged by the author of this thesis. 
 
5.3.1 Experimental arrangement and data evaluation 
The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 56. Two mass-flow controllers 
(Bronkhorst) and a single-step bubbler system delivered the gas mixture of carrier gas 
and tracer for the injector stored in a 25 l vessel with an overpressure of about 16 mbar 
(measured with a pressure transducer). The original exit diameter of 30 mm of the gas 
valve is reduced by a convergent conical nozzle to about 10 mm, providing a uniform ve-
locity profile. The injection time was held constantly at 65 ms. The jet is injected from 
the top into a housing of 250×250×400 mm3 with an endplate 200 mm downstream of the 
injector. The housing can be flushed with the bath gas. Experiments were carried out in 
either pure N2 (delivered by evaporated liquid N2) or pure air (delivered by compressed 
and dried ambient air). The housing is equipped with two quartz windows (size: 
200×200 mm2) arranged at right angles for optical access. After passing through the re-
gion of interest, the laser beam is caught by a beam dump inside the housing.  
The optical arrangement is a classical LIF imaging setup also depicted in Figure 56. The 
output of a nanosecond double-pulsed frequency-quadrupled Nd:YAG laser was formed 
to a light sheet of ~200 mm height and a thickness of 0.5 mm via two cylindrical lenses. 
The repetition rate was 12.5 Hz with a pulse width of 10 ns and. The double pulse laser 
was used with a 50 ns delay in between the two pulses to double the available laser en-
ergy without risking saturation. The total excitation energy was about 50 mJ corre-
sponding to 20 mJ/cm2 for the combined pulses which was below the saturation limit of 
all used tracers (cf., section 5.1). Fluorescence emission was collected perpendicular to 
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the laser sheet by a f = 45 mm f# = 1.8 UV camera lens (Cerco) and imaged on an intensi-
fied 12 bit CCD camera (Imager Intense, LaVision). In front of the camera lens a long-
pass filter (Semrock RazorEdge LP02-266RS-50) was mounted to suppress laser stray 
light. Laser, camera, and injector were synchronised with a timing board (PTU, LaVi-
sion) and a pulse delay generator (BNC 575). The gain factor of the intensifier was ad-
justed in a way that for each condition of tracer and bath gas the maximum intensity 
was below the saturation limit of the detector. 
 
Figure 56: Experimental arrangement of the injector experiment. Left panel: Top view. Right 
panel: Side view through the laser entrance window. The laser light sheet formed by 
the cylindrical lenses was 200 mm high and 0.5 mm thick. The injector is wilfully not 
centred on the optic axis of the camera lens; for details see text. Both gas flows (car-
rier gas and flush) were either N2 or air. 
All investigated tracer substances were used without further purification. Toluene, ani-
sole, and acetone were used as pure substances. Naphthalene, which is solid at room 
temperature, was dissolved in dodecane which was tested to show no fluorescence upon 
266 nm radiation. 
Each image was taken in a separate injection event. Thus differences in jet structure are 
unavoidable due to the turbulent nature of the jet. Two series of experiments were per-
formed: Firstly, a time series, where the delay between the laser pulse and the injection 
was varied to yield information of the jet propagation and the collision with the wall. 
Secondly, a series of 50 images at one constant delay time was taken to characterise the 
fluctuations of the jet. 
For each condition (each tracer, N2 and air) a background image was recorded (average 
of 200 images) with the laser firing and pure bath gas inside the housing. Equally, for 
each condition the housing was filled homogeneously with the used tracer to record a flat 
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field with the spatial distribution of laser energy within the light sheet (average of 300 
images). For each jet image, the background was subtracted and the intensity was cor-
rected for spatial inhomogeneities using the respective flat field. Laser attenuation was 
below 10% across the observed flat field. 
In additional measurements, a calibration curve for the used intensifier gain factors was 
determined to allow for a comparison of the measured signal intensities for all meas-
urements. Measured signal intensities were corrected for the spectral sensitivity of the 
detection system by using manufactures’ transmission and sensitivity curves for the 
used components, respectively (cf., Figure 57). The (relative) number density of each 
tracer was theoretically calculated by assuming that the gases contain the tracer at its 
respective vapour pressure in the calibration measurement. To verify this assumption, 
the evaporation rate was measured based on the time-dependent weight loss of the bub-
bler and the resulting tracer number density was calculated using the ideal gas law. 
These experimentally determined values were used to compare signal intensities for the 
various tracers on a per-molecule basis. 
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Figure 57: Peak-normalised fluorescence spectra (solid lines) of the tracers used here and spec-
tral quantum efficiency (dotted line) of the detection system long-pass filter + UV 
camera lens + intensified camera. 
 
5.3.2 Results 
LIF images are shown in Figure 58 with anisole as tracer in N2 bath gas for various de-
lays after the start of injection (SOI). After SOI the gas flow needs some time to propa-
gate towards the measurement volume. Thus, for the initial 6 ms after SOI only a small 
pre-pulsing forerun is visible, probably resulting from residuals from the previous injec-
tion. At 20 ms after SOI the main part of the gas jet becomes visible. In the following the 
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jet propagates (40 ms) until it impinges on the wall at the end of the measurement vol-
ume (60 ms). At 80 ms the injection has stopped, but there is still some wake jet visible 
originating from a small leak in the gas valve or rests of tracer vapour emanate from the 
convergent nozzle in front of the gas valve. The main jet, however, has impinged on the 
wall and spread over a large spatial area. Further images for delay times beyond 80 ms 
after SOI (not shown here) show a dispersion of the jet over a large spatial region with 
low tracer concentration and thus low signal intensity. In conclusion, the jet behaves like 
a typical turbulent free jet impinging on a wall. 
 
Figure 58: Anisole-LIF images of the impinging turbulent jet for different delays after start of 
injection (SOI) for N2 as bath gas. Excitation energy was 25 mJ/cm2 at 266 nm. EOI 
means End of Injection. 
Figure 59 compares measurements with the four tracers in both N2 and air as bath gas 
with the tracer concentration provided by the single-stage bubbler system (i.e., very dif-
ferent resulting tracer number densities for the different species, cf., Table 9). The inten-
sity-normalised images each show a single realisation of the jet at 58 ms after SOI with 
a high-magnification inset to give a rough indication of the impact of noise on the image. 
For comparison of the absolute intensities, cf., Figure 60. Because of the stochastic na-
ture of turbulent flows, Figure 59 cannot serve as a stringent comparison of the achiev-
able measurement precision and spatial resolution. It does, however, provide results 
from a typical target application of LIF imaging, non-reacting turbulent mixing. 
The main finding from Figure 59 is that at the coarse resolution provided by the scaled-
down images in this thesis, all cases deliver images suitable for single-shot wide-field 
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visualisation, even naphthalene in air with its low vapour pressure and its efficient 
quenching by O2. Thus, all four tracers are in principle suitable for imaging gas mixing-
processes at temperatures significantly below the tracers’ boiling points. Considering the 
wide range of physical and photo-physical properties, this is not a trivial result. 
The magnified insets in Figure 59 are positioned to show a fixed-size region with high 
scalar gradients in the outer mixing layer of the jet. Here, differences between tracers 
are noticeable. The images from the aromatic tracers have better signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) in nitrogen than in air, particularly in the case of naphthalene. As expected, fluo-
rescence from the aromatic tracers is much lower in air than in N2 due to quenching by 
O2. Anisole provides very strong signal even in air, confirming that it could be a tracer 
with high potential in LIF diagnostics. The often used ketone acetone shows a rather low 
signal which is due to its small absorption cross-section and its low fluorescence quan-
tum yield. In air, however (not directly tested here) acetone becomes competitive due to 
its insensitivity to quenching by O2. With respect to the other tracers, anisole shows very 
strong signal even in air, again confirming the results and discussions in section 5.1.3 
that anisole should be a tracer with high diagnostics potential.  
 
Figure 59: Instantaneous mixture fraction x from measurements with the four tracers in N2 and 
air (acetone only in N2) and tracer concentrations reached with a single-step bubbler 
system at room temperature. (50-shot averages for 58 ms after SOI).  
The jet structure is consistently visualised by all tracers in both bath gases. Thus, all 
four tracers are in principle suitable for imaging gas mixing processes at temperatures 
significantly below the tracer’s boiling points. When studying evaporating liquids, e.g., 
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for in-cylinder fuel injection and evaporation, the influence of the vapour pressure may 
still be of interest. 
The signal-to-noise level and hence the visual appearance of the images in Figure 59 is 
essentially the result of the corresponding LIF-signal level. Figure 60 and Table 8, re-
spectively, compare the experimentally achieved LIF signal with the “theoretically” ex-
pected one for the same tracer number density. The experimental signal is determined 
as a spatial average over the imaged domain for more than 50 individual images cap-
tured at the same image timing (58 ms after SOI). This spatially-averaged ensemble 
mean was then corrected for image-intensifier gain and laser-pulse energy.  
The theoretically expected signal was calculated based on the measured rates of evapo-
ration and carrier-gas flow in the bubbler (cf., Table 9), multiplied with the fluorescence 
quantum yield [80, 93] and measurements in this thesis), the absorption cross-section 
[47, 71, 79, 90]), and the quantum efficiency of detection (cf., Figure 57). The latter 
was determined by integrating the fluorescence spectrum weighted by the detection 
quantum efficiency at each wavelength. In other words, the calculation modelled the 
chain of fluorescence excitation and detection: tracer concentration, multiplied by prob-
abilities of laser absorption, fluorescence emission, and photon detection. As the experi-
mental setup is the same for all experiments, the (geometric) collection efficiency  was 
therefore not explicitly taken into account. 
Figure 61 and Table 8, respectively, compare the measured total signal with the signal 
per molecule, i.e., the total signal divided by the experimentally achieved tracer number 
density (cf., Table 9). All experimental signal levels were normalised with respect to that 
of toluene in nitrogen; all theoretical signals to the theoretical one of that same 
tracer/bath-gas combination. 
Table 8: Comparison of calculated and measured (relative) total signal (cf., Figure 60) together 
with the measured and calculated relative signal per molecule (cf., Figure 61) of the 
investigated tracers normalised to toluene in N2. For acetone in air similar values are 
expected as in nitrogen. 
 
Calc. signal  
per volume 
Measured signal 
per volume 
Signal per  
molecule (meas.) 
Signal per  
molecule (calc.) 
N2 Air N2 Air N2 Air N2 Air 
Toluene 1 0.0143 1 0.0262 1 0.0262 1 0.0143 
Anisole 6.7389 0.2042 1.6405 0.1781 11.51 0.952 32.73 0.9917 
Naphth. 1.1869 0.0091 0.6617 0.0010 474.6 4.897 49.64 0.3818 
Acetone 0.0041 --- 0.0319 --- 0.002 --- 0.0002 --- 
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Figure 60: Comparison between measured and calculated signals per volume in N2 and air 
(acetone only in N2) relative to those of toluene in N2. Note, the comparison is based 
on intensities obtained with a bubbler system, thus with strongly varying tracer 
number densities for the different tracers (cf., Table 9). Numerical values can be 
found in Table 8. 
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Figure 61: Comparison between the measured signal per volume together with the measured 
and calculated signal per molecule which is the total signal divided by the number 
density of molecules gained from Table 9. Numerical values can be found in Table 8. 
When using a bubbler system people often assume that the resulting gas flow is satu-
rated with the tracer at its respective vapour pressure. For the present experiment this 
assumption was checked by measuring the weight loss of the bubbler for a fixed opera-
tion time with a known carrier gas flow and the resulting tracer number densities were 
calculated based on the ideal gas law. The results presented in Table 9, however, show 
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strong deviation from saturation. Experimentally gained tracer number densities are 
about a factor of three below equilibrium. It must be emphasised that with an improved 
bubbler geometry or a multi-stage bubbler this discrepancy can be reduced. Note that in 
the case of the solution of naphthalene in dodecane the behaviour of the two-component 
system was not considered and equilibrium values were calculated based on pure naph-
thalene. The validity of this assumption must be checked in future experiments. 
Table 9: Tracer number densities in the jet calculated by the ideal gas law using the assump-
tion that the bath gas is saturated with the tracer at its respective vapour pressure 
(equilibrium) compared to the values determined from the measured evaporation rate 
of the respective tracer species. For naphthalene, values for pure naphthalene are 
used to determine the equilibrium value regardless of potential effects of the solvent 
dodecane. 
 
Number density / 1021 m–3 
Equilibrium Experiment 
Toluene 712 275 
Anisole 88.1 46.7 
Naphthalene 0.98 0.5 
Acetone 6020 3440 
 
Figure 60 shows that theoretically calculated and experimentally measured signal levels 
agree well in the case of air as bath and carrier gas, but less so in nitrogen. In the case of 
the aromatic tracers, quenching by oxygen from air contamination of the nitrogen in the 
vessel may contribute to the disagreement. Additionally, the theoretically calculated 
values are based on a chain of literature values, each with its own measurement uncer-
tainty, which also may explain the discrepancies. 
Another contribution to the disagreement may be the uncertainty in measuring the 
tracer evaporation rate, in particular in case of naphthalene and anisole, for which the 
weight-based evaporation measurement lasted several days before a sufficient quantity 
had been transported from the bubbler by the carrier-gas stream. 
For acetone, phosphorescence is detected together with fluorescence, but the short inten-
sifier gate (50 ns) should discriminate effectively against phosphorescence, which has a 
lifetime of ~200 µs. In fact, it may be concluded from Figure 60 and Figure 61 that pre-
dicting even the relative signal a priori is not simple highlighting the importance of com-
parative measurements. 
The results are in good agreement with the qualitative results of Hirasawa et al. [19]. 
When comparing the results of this thesis to the results of Rossow [31], some discrepan-
cies seem to occur, especially when comparing toluene and acetone. Besides the remarks 
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in the paragraphs above, one should keep in mind the differences in temperature and the 
fact that in the present case some parts of the toluene spectrum are cut off due to the 
straylight filter. This, however, represents the practical case rather than the comparison 
based on an integration of the entire spectra. 
Based on actual quantity delivered into the jet’s gas by the bubbler (cf., Table 9), anisole 
yields the best signal in both nitrogen and air. It is also remarkable how sensitive fluo-
rescence of naphthalene in nitrogen is. Despite a concentration of only about 20 ppm in 
the jet gas, reasonable single-shot images could be obtained. With both anisole and 
naphthalene, the low necessary concentration can be advantageous in cases where high 
tracer concentrations may disturb thermodynamic or chemical properties of the fluid of 
interest. 
The results from Figure 59, Figure 60, and Table 8 show that anisole provides the high-
est signal intensities in both N2 and air as bath gas. When regarding the dependence of 
the fluorescence quantum yield on temperature and pressure this effect should increase 
at elevated temperatures (cf., section 5.1). Thus, the “new” tracer species anisole is con-
sidered to be an attractive candidate for the visualisation of gas flow mixing and – when 
extrapolation to this environmental conditions – also in, e.g., internal combustion en-
gines. This finding again confirms the requirement of an extensive tracer screening be-
fore fixing on a specific tracer without a well-founded reason. 
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6. Conclusions and outlook 
In the last decade, quantitative measurements with laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) of 
organic tracers have become possible and popular. An increasing amount of studies un-
der well-defined environmental conditions provide information about fluorescence quan-
tum yields that then allow to interpret signal intensities measured in practical applica-
tions. For ketones the database is large and sufficient for many applications. For aromat-
ics, however, there are still lots of conditions of interest which have not been investi-
gated yet. The fluorescence quantum yield is proportional to the fluorescence lifetime. 
Thus, measurements of the fluorescence lifetime provide information about the (relative) 
quantum yield independent on the tracer concentration. 
In this work, fluorescence lifetimes and spectra of several organic tracers have been in-
vestigated after 266 nm excitation with a ps-Nd:YAG laser and detection with a streak 
camera system coupled to a spectrograph. Toluene has been studied in the 296–1200 K 
temperature range, in the 1–10 bar pressure range, and for varying bath gases of N2, air, 
and CO2. The fluorescence lifetime decreases exponentially in both N2 and CO2 with 
temperature from 46 ns at 296 K down to 0.05 ns at 1000 K. In contrast to the often used 
assumption that the fluorescence quantum yield of toluene is pressure-independent, it 
could be observed that total pressure of N2 or CO2 significantly decreases the fluores-
cence lifetime by up to 60%. This is in accord with recent unpublished work by Rossow 
[31]. As expected and concordant with literature, O2 has a strong quenching influence on 
toluene fluorescence, e.g., the lifetime decreases from 46 ns without O2 to 0.63 ns in air 
at 296 K with this effect diminishing with increasing temperature. The existing phe-
nomenological fluorescence model of Koban et al. [29] was applied to the data. For 1 bar 
total pressure and for all bath gases good agreement was found. At higher pressures, 
significant deviations occurred. For N2 and CO2 as bath gases the model was improved to 
also represent this case. 
Due to its higher boiling point and thus lower vapour pressure, naphthalene was inves-
tigated in the 373–1230 K temperature range, in the 1–10 bar pressure range, and for 
varying bath gases of N2, air, and CO2. The temperature dependence of the fluorescence 
lifetime in both N2 and CO2 is less pronounced than for toluene. Fluorescence lifetimes 
decrease from 104 ns at 373 K to 0.28 ns at 1123 K. In contrast to toluene increasing 
total pressure leads to an increase of the fluorescence lifetime by about 20%. The 
quenching efficiency of O2 towards naphthalene is stronger (e.g., fluorescence lifetimes 
are reduced from 104 ns without O2 to 1 ns in air at 373 K), but less temperature sensi-
tive. For naphthalene phenomenological model functions were derived from the fluores-
cence lifetimes. Good agreement was found except in air at elevated pressures. 
As a new tracer species, anisole was investigated in the 296–1000 K temperature range, 
in the 1–10 bar pressure range, and for N2 and N2/O2 mixtures as bath gas. Spectral red-
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shifts with increasing temperature and O2 partial pressure were observed. In N2 the 
fluorescence lifetime decreases from 13.3 ns at 296 K to 0.05 ns at 977 K. Increasing to-
tal pressure leads to a shorter fluorescence lifetime, but less pronounced as for toluene. 
The O2 quenching efficiency has the same order of magnitude compared to toluene with a 
temperature sensitivity comparable to that of naphthalene. Similar phenomenological 
model functions as for naphthalene were derived and good agreement was found with 
experimental data. Deeper investigations of O2 quenching at elevated pressures and the 
influence of different bath gases like CO2 on the fluorescence of anisole must still be 
done. The development of a real photophysical model for anisole is a major task for the 
future based on the data provided in this thesis. 
The ketone tracer species acetone and 3-pentanone were investigated in the 296–1000 K 
temperature range, at 1 bar total pressure, and for N2 (both species), CO2, and air (only 
3-pentanone) as bath gas. The fluorescence lifetime decreases with increasing tempera-
ture, but the effect is less pronounced as for the aromatics. Within measurement uncer-
tainty no differences between the fluorescence lifetimes in N2, air, and CO2 as bath gas 
could be observed. Existing fluorescence models were successfully applied to the data. 
Due to the high achievable temperatures in the measurement cell, investigations con-
cerning tracer pyrolysis were performed. When investigating ketones pyrolysis products 
begin to occur at around 1000 K. Two different fluorescing species could be observed: At 
temperatures between 1000 and 1200 K a product of decomposition processes is observed 
that is tentatively identified as ketene while at higher temperatures a second species 
occurs which could not yet be identified. 
The aromatics toluene and naphthalene show visible pyrolysis species at temperatures 
above 1200 K. In both cases new fluorescence features occurred. These may result from 
benzyl or phenyl radicals in the case of toluene or from the naphthyl radical in the case 
of naphthalene, respectively. The long residence time inside the hot zone of the cell, 
however, could prevent the detection of radicals, so the measured fluorescence features 
may also belong to secondary reaction products. Anisole pyrolysis starts at temperatures 
of around 950 K, but no fluorescing pyrolysis species were detected. Future work is re-
quired to identify the fluorescing species formed through pyrolysis and secondary reac-
tions. Diagnostics strategies using pyrolysis species of both aromatics and ketones have 
not been developed yet, the results of this thesis, however, suggest that this could be a 
promising option in the future. 
As an application experiment, toluene, naphthalene, anisole, and acetone were compared 
in a gas jet with varying bath gases of N2 and air. All tracers showed strong signal mak-
ing them attractive as tracers for gas mixing diagnostics. Especially anisole proved to be 
very suitable because it showed the strongest total signal intensities in both N2 and air 
as bath gas, about a factor of 50 stronger than toluene. The relative intensities are 
mostly in the expected order of magnitude when regarding the respective absorption 
cross-sections, fluorescence quantum yields, and O2 quenching efficiencies. The meas-
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urements presented here were carried out at room temperature. Measurements at ele-
vated temperatures (and pressures) must be performed to fully characterise the applica-
bility of the tracers. 
This thesis delivers a large amount of reference data for quantitative diagnostics with 
aromatic tracers under engine-related conditions. Anisole is introduced as a new tracer 
species with improved diagnostics potential compared to toluene. This underlines the 
importance of a tracer screening to find the most suitable tracer for a specific applica-
tion. Although phenomenological model functions are presented to predict signal intensi-
ties, it will be part of future work to build “real” photo-physical models, not only for a 
more precise prediction of signal intensities, but also for the deeper understanding of the 
underlying photophysical processes. The thermal stability of typical tracer molecules 
was investigated and new fluorescing species detected; it will be part of future work to 
clearly identify these species and to check if new diagnostics strategies based on these 
species open up. 
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CCD Charge-coupled device 
 Fluorescence quantum yield 
fl Fluorescence quantum yield 
rel Relative fluorescence quantum yield 
FARLIF Fuel/air-ratio LIF 
h Planck’s constant 
  Reduced Planck’s constant (h/2) 
 Detection efficiency 
I Intensity 
ILaser Intensity of the incident laser beam 
ILIF Intensity of the detected LIF signal 
IC Internal conversion 
IC Internal combustion 
ISC Intersystem crossing 
k Rate 
kfl Fluorescence rate 
kIC Rate of internal conversion 
kISC Rate of intersystem crossing 
knr Non-radiative rate 
kq Quenching rate coefficient 
kSV Stern-Volmer coefficient 
ktot Total depopulation rate 
 Wavelength 
LIF Laser-induced fluorescence 
M Transition dipole moment 
MCP Multi-channel plate 
n Number density (in m–3) of molecules in the gas phase 
p total pressure 
pO2 O2 partial pressure 
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 Absorption cross section (in cm2) 
Sfl Fluorescence Signal 
T Temperature (K) 
 Fluorescence lifetime 
eff Effective fluorescence lifetime 
rad Radiative lifetime 
UV Ultra violet region of light,  < 400 nm 
UV/Vis Ultra violet / visible region of light,  < 700 nm 
VR Vibrational relaxation 
 Detection angle 
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